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Abstract
The automation of the chip design process continues. When computer power increases, more
complex algorithms can bI' used and more data can bI' handled.
This thesis describes a geometrical router that will be part of a new routing system being
designed. A geometrical router does the following. Starting with a rubber-hand sketch (RBS)
that represents the minimal wire length route of all nets in one layer of the design, a reetilinear
route is made, if that is possible.
This thesis describes a heuristic with which routability of a RBS can bI' checked. Checking
routability means checking if there is enough space to actually pIace the wires sueh that all
spatial canstraints are met. This is done by ehecking if the amount of wires crossing a cut
defined between two points does not exceed the capacity of that cut. In that case the cut is
called safe.
If there are n points in the plane, then there are O( n 2 ) cuts that can bI' checked. If the
cuts are created using (constrained) Delaunay triangulation, there are O(n) cuts foun(1. The
safeness ofsuch a cut can he checked in constant time, thus the heuristic casts O(n).
An important step in ereating a rectilinear route is the transformation of a rubher-band
sketch to an extended rubber-band sketch (ERBS). The extension made, is that the spatial
constraints are enforced hy ad ding spokes of a certain length between the wires such that all
wires are separated far enough. Inserting these spokI's can be done efficiently making use of
constrained Delaunay triangulation.
This thesis describes procedures with which local changes to the RBS can bI' made such that
it is possible to insert the spokes. Fmther a spoke insertion strategy is suggested that adds
spokes and shifts wires iUllnediately at the right place, using the corridor teehnique, also
presented in this thesis. With the corridor technique one can find all the obstac1es that are
encountered while shifting a wire, thus detennining the route of the new wire.
The ERBS to rectilinear route transformation is not described. It can bI' done using a
compaction algorithm that is capable of making rectilinear wires and making a proper wire
spread over the plane.
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Routing
This chapter describes a new geOlnetrical rou ter based on Delaunay triangulation (see [DKJ90],
[Che89] and [Hui93]). One of the properties of this geometrical router is that it can verify
the routability of a rubber-band sketch on forehand.
Before the geOlnetrical rou ter is defined, agIobal definition of the total placement and routing
system is given.

1.1

The Placement and Routing System

Lets start by taking a broader view and look at the placement and routing system. The input
for this system is a circuit consisting of modules, nets, terminals and design rules such as
performance, timing, area, aspect ratio, (power consumption,) etc.. About the modules we
know the terminal locations, area and aspect ratio. Further we know for every net which
terminals it connects.
Besides design rules there are some technology constraints, caused by the resolution and
precision of the equipment used at the IC-production plant and by the IC-process used.
These technology constraints state the minimum distance between wires, vias and terminals
and state their minimum width. The output of the placement and routing system should be
a set of masks.

Definition 1.1 A net is a set of terminals and/or vias that are electrically connected such
that there are no other terminals and/or vias not in this net that are electrical1y connected
to it.
0

Definition 1.2 A wire is a net that also has a path in the plane actually connecting the
terminals and/or vias of that net.

0

This means a wire has a "route".

Definition 1.3 A rectilinear route is a route in which every wire can have only two directions:
horizontal and vertical.
0
In Manhattan style routing wires use only one direction for every layer of the design. In a
rectilinear route wires use both directions for every layer of the design.
The new placement and routing system consists of two phases. These phases will be explained
further below.

3
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1. Global routing and placement.
• congestion optimization
• wire length minilllization
• timing
2. Topological routing.

• layer assignment using via lllinimization and via placement algorithms
• routability check
• geometrical routing
The global routing and placement phase determines the placment of modules by globaIly
optimizing the wire length and wire congestion. The minimal length for a two-terminal net
can be found using a shortest path algorithlll. In case of multi-terlllinal nets the solution can
be found using steiner trees.
A hierarchicalmethod is used that works as foIlows. The plane is divided in 3x3 blocks. The
modules are assigned to these blocks optimizing the above criteria. Each block will then in
turn be split up in 3x3 sub-blocks. This continues until exact placement of the modules is
trivia1. Doing this will also define a wire ordering on the boundary of each block. Using this
orderiug the foIlowing phase can start.
The topologicalrouting phase will detennine the exact route of each net on one or more layers
trying to optimize the amount of vias as weIl as the wire length. The topological route of
every wire has been made, but is not assigned to aspecific layer. Layer assignment is done
in such a way that a maximum number of wires can be placed without llsing vias. This is
caIled Topological Via Minimization (TVM). The wires that are not placed are assigned to
layers sllch that only one via for every (two terminal) wire is needed (see [HS91]). Extra vias
can be introduced as a tradeo:lf between wire length and via cast.
After layer assignment, a rubber-band sketch for every layer is created. A rubber-band sketch
(RBS) is aplanar graph, in which the wires have no width and are treated as rubber hands
that span around the vias, terminals and other obstacles. There exact (geometrieal) route is
not yet known but will be determined in the foIlowing phases.
Before the rectilinear route will be formed we first check if it is actually possible. This is
called a 1'outability check. If it is not possible, some changes to the RBS have to be made, i.e.
some nets have to be routed differently, or some vias have to move.

Geometl'ical routing is only done if the routability test was correct. Then spokes are used
to push wires apart in order to enforce minimal distances between wires (the technology
constraints). Spokes are hard objects that can push rubber-bands away. Spokes are attached
to rigid points in the RBS or are propagated. Aftel' that a rectilinear route is created. This
is described in [DKS91] and [LM85].
A RBS can also be generated using ot her routing methods. See for example [DDS91].

1.2

Some Definitions

Definition 1.4 Given a set of points P, a feature f is a straight line between two, not
necessarily different points in P, such that f does not cross another point of P. f cau not
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be erossed by another feature or wire, it is only possible to conneet features and wires to the
two end points of a feature.
0
Using features it is possible to build modules and other kinds of obstac1es that ean be used
to define a sketch. A sketch represents the rough routing for a single layer of a design.

Definition 1.5 Sketch

(F, W)

Where:

F

: finite set of features

W

: finite set of wires

1. Each wire in W does not intersect itself or any other wire.
2. Each wire is attached to more than one feature's endpoint, thus fonning multi-terminal
wires.

o
A 1'Ubber-band sketch is a sketch with minimal wire length. Each wire in W is treated as a
rubber-band thus forming the minimum length routing for that wire's topology. The points
around which a rubber-band bends are called bendpoints.
A rubber-band consists of straight lines between the bendpoints and connection points. A
connection point is a terminal or via that is electrically connected to the wire represented by
the rubber-band. A bendpoint is not electrically connected to the wire. A bendpoint can be
a via, a terminal or a feature's endpoint. When the rubber-band bends around such a point,
the point lies in a sector defined by two straight parts of the rubber-band. The angle of this
sector must be: 0 ~ angle ~ 1r. If angle > 11", the rubber-band can not be pulled against this
point. In figure 1.1, situation a is good, but b is a false situations.

In case of a two-tenllinal wire, a rubber-band will form the minimal wire length. With multiterminal wires the forces in the rub ber- band get undear. The points where three or more
parts of the wire come together ean be pulled in different directions. Here we will defille that
such a point will not be pulled away from the bendpoint (see figure l.1.e).

•
a.

b.

c.

Figure 1.1: Rubber-band wire for a multi-terminal net.

Definition 1.6 RBS

(F, W)

Where:
3. Eaeh wire has a millimallength such that all bends of the wire are at a bendpoint.

o
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S'pokeB are defined to be line segments used to hoId wires away from each other and each
feature in F. They are used to maintain the minimum spacing between adjacent features and
wires, where the Iength of each spoke reflects the minimum separation between snch objects.
Spokes are connected to rigid points in the RBS. lf more than one wire bend around the same
point, more then one spoke is needed. In that case spokes can be propagated. The direction
of the spokes is a!ong the diagona! lines of angIe 1r / 4 and -1r / 4. Thus a point can have a
maximum of 4 spokes connected to it. For rectilinear routing this is enough.
All extend 7'ubbe7'-band sketch is a rubber-band sketch with spokes.
Definition 1.7 ERE"

=

(F, W, S)

where:
" : finite set of spokes
4. The distances between wires, features, and wires and features are given by the technoIogy constraints. Spokes will enforce these constraints.

o
A cut pq is defined as the straight line between two points, p = (Xl, Y2) and q = (X2, Y2) in F,
which intersects no other features. The capacity of a cut pq ean be defined by the maximum
number of wires that ean Iegally eross cut pq. Here however we will measure the exaet spaee
that is free so we can ealeulate with rea! widths and distances.

Definition 1.8 cap(pq)

=

max {lXI - x21, IYI - Y21}

o

The flow, denoted by flow(pq) is the number of wires crossing the cut pq. A cut is safe if its
flow does not exceed its capaeity. Before the safeness of a eut can be defined, the following
funetions will be introdueed:
The set of objeet types is 0= {Via, Term, Wire}.

Definition 1.9 T returns the type of an objeet which is an edge or a point at a cel'tain
0
Iocation in the pIane. T: 71.. x 71..-+ 0
Definition 1.10 Width of a eertain type of object. W: 0-+ IN

o

Definition 1.11 Minimum distance between two objeets. V: Ox 0-+ IN

o

Definition 1.12 If pand q are two points, the safeness of eut pq ean be tested as follows:

if flow(p, q) = 0 -+ eap(p,q) 2: (W(T(p)) + W(T( q)))/2 + V(T(p), T(q))
o flow(p,q) =I 0 -+ cap(p,q) 2: (W(T(p)) + W(T(q)))/2+
flow(p,q)W(Wire) + (flow(p,q)- l)V(Wire, Wire)+
V(Wire, T(p)) + V(Wire, T(q))
fi

o
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1.3

This Thesis

As described in section 1.1 routability check and geometrical routing are actions performed
by the placement and routing system. This thesis will describe how a routability check can
be performed and how the rectilinear route can be made from a routable RBS. Both steps
are based on constrained Delaunay triangulation which is described in chapter 2.

1.3.1

Routability

Lets start with giving two theorems that define routability.
Theorem 1.1 A sketch is routable if and only if every cut is safe

o

Leiserson and Maley [LM85] introduced the concept of a critical cut, the cut pq such that p
is the endpoint of a feature, and q is the closest point on its feature to p. The routability
condition may be strengthed:
Theorem 1.2 A sketch is routable if and only if eve7'y critical cut is safe

o

Which cuts are critical is not clear. lf cuts are created with Delaunay triangulation, then the
number of cuts that have to be checkeel is less then 3( N - 1) - Nh where N is the number
of points anel N h is the number of points on the convex huIl (see lemma 2.1). Chapter;3
describes a gramlllar with which a RBS can be described as weIl as a data structure that can
be used to store the RBS. Chapter 4 will explain more about the routability check.

1.3.2

Geometrical routing

Geometrical routing transforms a RBS into an ERBS, which in turn is transformed into a
rectilinear route. The RBS-+ ERBS transformation produces a legal route because all the
technology constraints are met. These constraints are set using spokes of different length (see
definitions 1.10 and 1.11). If the transformation would fail, then the RBS is not routabIe.
However this should have been detected during the routability check. This transformation is
described in chapter 5 and 6.
The ERBS-+ rectilinear route transformation is not difficult. First the wires in the ERBS
are made rectilinear by rounding. Then compaction algorithms can be used to minÏIllize the
number of bends in the wires and optimize the wire spread. This thesis will not describe the
ERBS-+ rectilinear 1'oute transformation, however some references to articles will be given
that handle this.
Figure 1.2 shows the total process of creating a rectilinear route. Starting with a sketch
(figure 1.2.a) a rubber-band sketch is made (figure 1.2.b). Every wire in the RBS has its
minimal length. Then spokes are inserted that push the wires away from each other at
the correct distance, thus forming the ERBS (figure 1.2.c). Using rounding the ERBS is
transformed into a rectilinear route (figure 1.2.d). As can be seen it does not look too fancy.
The last step that can be done is making a good wire spread over the plane and eliminating
unnecessary bends (figure 1.2.e).

Geometrical Routing
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a.
A sketch.

c.
An extended rubber-band sketch.

b.
A rubber-band sketch.

e.

d.

A rectilinear route.

An enhanced rectilinear route.

Figure 1.2: Transformation from a sketch to a reetilinear route.
Inserting spokes will be done as follows. For every wire all necessary spokes will be inserted,
sueh that the wire is pushed at its right place. During wire shifting the wire should bend
around all encountered obstacles. Doing this for every wire will create the ERBS.

Chapter

Constrained Delaunay
Triangulation
2.1

Preface

Given a rubber-band sketch we want to know whether it ean be transformed into an extended
rubber-band sketch. This is ealled a routability check. As outlined in the previous ehapter
we use a triangulation to ereate the cuts with whieh routability ean be checked. In order to
obtain the right cuts it must be possible to preseribe the location of wires, obstades, vias etc..
Assume we are given an n-vertex, straight-line planar graph G. A constmined Ddaunay
t7'iangulation of G is a triangulation of the vertices of G that (1) includes the edges of G as
part of the triangulation and (2) is as close as possible to a Delaunay triangulation. At a first
glanee one would estimate the order as O(n 4 ), sinee the eorreetness of every triangle has to
be ehecked with every point and there are n points and n 3 triangles. This order is mueh too
high for real applieations. This ehapter explains how sueh a triangulation ean be found in
O(nlog n) time and O(n) space. It is based on [Che89] and [L880].
We will not distinguish between wires, obstacles, bendpoints or vias. There are only prescribed
points and edges, having a fixed loeation in the xy-plane, using an integer grid.

2.2

Definitions

First of all a correct definition for constmined Delaunay triangulation will be given.

Definition 2.1 A triangulation T of a set of points is a straight-line planar graph sueh that
the edges of the convex hull are part of Tand the inside of this huil is divided in triangles
0
sueh that every point is only a corner point of one or more triangles.

Definition 2.2 Let P be a set of points. A triangulation T is a Delaunay t7'iangulation (DT)
of P if for eaeh edge e in T there exists a circle c with the following properties:
1. The endpoints of edge e are on the boundary of c.

2. No point v of P is in the interior of c.

o
9
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Definition 2.3 Let G be a straight-line planar graph. A triangulation T is a constrainf'd
Delaunay tl'iangulation (CDT) of G if each edge of G is an edge of Tand for each remaining
edge e of T there exists a cirde c with the following properties:
1. The endpoints of edge e are on the boundary of c.
2. If any vertex v of G is in the interior of c then it cannot be "seen" from at least one of
the endpoints of e (i.e., if you draw the line segment from v to each endpoint of e then
at least one of the line segments crosses or touches an edge of G).

o

One can also use the fol1owing more practical definition:
Definition 2.4 Let G be a straight-line planar graph. A triangulation T is a constrained
Delaunay triangulation (enT) of G if each edge of G is an edge of Tand for each triangle t
of T there exists a cirde c with the fol1owing properties:
1. The points of t are on the boundary of c.
2. If any vertex v of G is in the interim' of c then it cannot be "seen" from at least one of
the points of t (i.e., if you draw the line segment from v to each point of t then at least
one of the line segments crosses or touches an edge of G).

o

The reason that definition 2.4 is more practical than 2.3 is that in 2.3 the existence of a cirde
that goes through two points and has na otller points within it, has to be checked. There
are infinitely many circ1es that go through two points, which means finding a good cirde is
difficult. nefinition 2.4 illlmediately gives the circ1e that has to be checked and thus can be
used in a program.
For an example of a DT and a CDT see figure 2.1.

, .

"

,,/

.

Figure 2.1: A Delaunay t7'iangulation and a constminf'd Delaunay triangulation.
The definitions of DT and CDT given above have one problem. The (C)DT of more than
three points that lie on the same circ1e is not defined. There is more then one possible (C)DT.
This means a (C)DT does not have to be unique.
For triangulations the number of edges is O( n). Ta be more precise we have the following.
Lemma 2.1 Given a set P of n points, any triangulation T of P has the same numbe7' of
triangles, ;'t = 2( n - 1) - nh, and the same number of edges, n e = 3( n - 1) - nh, where nh
is thf' number of points in the convex hult of P.
0
In the rest of this thesis, an edge that is part of G will be called a G-edge.
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2.3

The eDT Algorithm

A divide-and-conquer algorithm is used to build the CDT. In general there are two steps.
1. The initial strips are made by splitting up the plane in vertical strips in such a way that
the strips contain at least one point, and if there are more points in the strip, they lie
exactly above each other (the points have the same x-coördinate). The width of these
strips is chosen such that there is no free space between them. These strips are casily
triangulated.

2. When these initial strips are made, they are stitched together in pairs of adjacent strips,
during which a retriangulation takes place. The stitching process continues until only
one strip is left.

If the O( n log n) complexity has to be reached the initial strips have to be made in O( n log n)
time. The stitching process of two strips must be done in O(log n) since there are O( n) merge
actions (see 2.6). The next few subsections will further describe both steps.

2.3.1

Initial strips

Definition 2.5 A lexicographical order is as follows: assume there are two points,
PI = (Xl, yr) and P2 = (X2, Y2), then

o
We assume that points are ordered lexicographically. This can be done in O( n log n) using
Red&Black-trees. See 2.5 for more on Red&Black-trees. Further we assume that there is a
bounding box around the points. The bounding box can be made using points at infinity (see
2.3.2).
The initial strips are made going from left to right through the plane. All points having the
same x-coördinate are in the same strip. A strip also contains crossing G-edges (G-edges that
do not have an endpoint within the strip). We do not keep track of all those edges because
then we would need to store too much data and the O( n) space would be lost. Instead we
only keep track of G-edges directly above or below a point. To do this a sweepline is nsed.
This sweepline contains the G-edges that go from a point left of the sweepline to a point
right of the sweepline. The sweep and creation of strips is done in the same left to right
pass through the plane. Every time a strip is created all the edges ending at that strip are
removed from the sweepline. All the edges starting at the sweepline are inserted (of course
edges that go straight up in the strip do not come out and are not inserted in the sweepline).
The G-edges illllllediately above and below a point can be found using this sweepline. For
more information on sweeplines see [PS85].
Using the edges found with the sweepline, we can define regions in the strips. All points in a
region have the same crossing G-edge directly above (topline) and directly below (bot tOlllline).
These edges are part of the boundary of a region (see figure 2.2.a). The black points are
points of G, and the white points are telllporary points. Mind that there is always a top- and
bottomline because of the bounding box around the plane.

12
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b.

Figure 2.2: a. Figure of regions with crossing G-edges and bot tom and toplines. b. InitiaI
trianguIation of a strip.
Now the left and right boundary of a strip will be introduced. A boundary is created between
two strips in sueh a way that one strip's right boundary is the other strip's left boundary.
This means the strips will cover the entire plane. A temporary point can be introdueed at
every pIace where a G-edge crosses a boundary. These temporary points are placed on a
smaller grid then the one used for the G-points.
A region has at least 4 temporary points, in every corner one. lt also has a temporary point
on the boundary for every G-edge that starts in the region and crosses the boundary.
When the regions are made, they are triangulated. The points in the region and the points on
the region boundary are used for this proeess. Initial triangulation is done as follows. Add all
edge between every two points direetly above each other in the region. Then add edges from
the points on the boundary to the G-points sueh that these edges will form a triangulation
together with the G-edges. See fignre 2.2.b for an exampIe.
Resuming, the regions in the initia} strips are made as follows:
1. Determine the points in the region and on the region boundary.
2. Make a eDT of these points.

2.3.2

False edges and temporary points

Temporary points and the points that form the bounding box around G are all placed on strip
boundaries. These points are considered to lie at infinity. There are four possible locations
((+00,+00), (+00,-00), (-00,+00), (-00,-00)). Which one has to be chosen depends on
the viewpoint. Points on the left boundary always are at x-coördinate -00 and points 011 the
right boundary always at +00. lf the viewpoint is below the point, it lies at y-coördinate +00,
otherwise -00. The advantage of points at infinity call be found in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2 Eliminating a point at infinity does not affect Ddaunay edgcs that ar'c }inite. 0
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This lemma can be proved using the fact that a CDT without vertices at infinity has a convex
huil around it. A circ1e through infinity and two adjacent points on the huil has no point of G
in it. We also specify that two points at infinity do not interact. This means that a point at
infinity can never be inside a circ1e. Even not in a circ1e through infinity. Thus a temporary
point has two locations. One where it is created (as show in the figures) and one at infinity.
Edges to these points are called false edges. Now we can say that the regions of the initial
strips, created above, are valid CDTs. If the points at infinity were to be removed, partial
CDTs would be left.

2.3.3

Stitching strips

The second step for making a CDT is the process of stitching two adjacent strips llntil only
Olle strip is left. Two strips are stitched by determining the new regions for the stitched strip
and retriangulating the llew regions. New regions are made by combining regions of both
strips. The process can be described as follows:

I[ var stripl, strip2 : REGIONS*;

I Start

at the bottom of both strips;

do stripl f; 0 1\ strip2 f; 0--+
(1)

Walk upwards on the existing part of the houndary between
the strips and make a list of G-edges crossing this boundary
until the point is reached where the new region ends. This list
is called the important list;

(2)

Determine the boundaries of the new region using the regions
of both strips. All regions that are combined to form the new
region are deleted from the list strip 1 and strip2,
thlls deleting a part of the boundary between bath strips;
Add the new region to the new strip;

(3)

Remove all temporary points and connected false edges in the
new region, leaving partial CDTs on each side. Mind that the
temporary points lie on the COlllmon strip boundary;

(4)

Retriangulate the regiOllj

od

JI;
Step 1 and step 2, determining the list of important edges and the houndary of the new
region, is done by moving up both strips and checking where the old regions start and stop.
New regions are created as follows. As we move from bottolll to top in the combined strip,
we start a new region whenever either strip starts a region. We continue the region as long
as a region continues in either strip. We stop a region only when we reach a point where
neither strip has a vertex-containing region, in other words a crossing G-edge is found (see
figure 2.3). Mind that one region's topline can he the other region's bottomline.
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Figure 2.3: Making new regions.

Step 3 can be performed by removing all points on the old strip boundary between (anel on)
the bottOlll- and topline and the false edges attached to it. These points can be easily found
because they lie directIy above each other. See figure 2.4. Mind th at one region 's topline can
be the other region's bottolllline. Thus be careful with eliminating the point on the topline.

Figure 2.4: Eliminate infinite vertices as strips are stitched together.

Step 4 is not so easy and will be explained in the following subsection.
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2.3.4

Retriangulation

The idea of retriangulation is that new edges are inserted between the partial CDTs climbing
up from the bottomline to the topline. These new edges go from points in one strip to points
in the other strip.
The retriangulation process starts with a list of important edges crossing between the partial
CDTs in the left strip anel the partial CDTs in the right strip. Start at the first edge in the
important list anel continue adding Delaunay edges until the next edge in the important list
is reached.
The following lemma can he useel to understand the working of the retriangulation process.
Lemma 2.3 Let A and B be vertices of a straight-line planar graph G wher'c edge AB is a
Delaunay edge of the GDT of G. For any strip S that contains both A and B, edge AB is a
Delaunay edge of thc GDT of S.
0

Before introducing the procedure to determine the next to be added Delaunay edge, an
intuitive method will be explained:
Let AB be an eelge of the important list (a G-edge) or a just createel Delaunay eelge. AB is
known to be part of the desiI'ed CDT. A is in the left strip and B in the right. Consider a
cirde with points A and B on its boundary and with center weIl below edge AB. Change the
cirde by moving the center upward until the circle intersects the first vertex above edge AB
that ean be seen from both A and B. Call this vertex X. Then AX and BX are Delaunay
edges of the CDT (see figure 2.5). Vertex X is either in A's strip or in B's strip. Suppose X
is in A's strip then by lemma 2.3 AX exists in A 's strip.

A

Figure 2.5: vertex X is the first vertex that ean be seen from A and B.
We eondude from this that for edge AB, the next boundary-erossing Delaunay-eelge above
AB may go from B to some vertex G already conneeted to A or from A to some vertex
D already connected to B. Now we will define a method with which the next to be added
Delaunay edge can be found. There are two problems. We have to eletermine which edge to
add to the CDT, AD or BG, but before that we have to determine the candidates C and D
(if they exist). The candidate C should be a point in A's strip, connected to A and above
edge AB. There can be zero or more candidates. If there are one or more candidates, we
have to test if one of them would be avalid candidate for the Delaunay edge Be. This is
done as follows:
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Let AC be the next edge counterclockwise around A from AB. AC must be inside the strip
of A and C must always be above AB. We know that AC is an edge of the partial CDT, thlls
C could be a candidate. We test if C is a good candidate by examining triangle ACCn (if it
exists) where ACn is the next edge counterclockwise around A from AC that lies in the strip
(see figure 2.6). If no such triangle exists or if AC is a G-edge then edge AC is automatically
considered a good candidate. If triangle ACCn does exist and AC is a Delaunay edge (of A's
strip) then we test to see if C n is within circle ABC. If it is not then C is a good candidate.
If it is, then C is not a good candidate, and by definition of a Delaunay edge, AC is not a
valid edge in the CDT, and thus edge AC can be eliminated. ACn will then be tested to see
if Cn is a good candidate. We will circle ar01md A trying to find a candidate.

Figure 2.6: AC is not a good candidate and has to be eliminated.
The same goes for D. But then the turnpoint is Band the edges are encountered clockwise.
We need to know which one, C or D, is the best candidate. Therefor the following two tests
are performed.
1. Check if C is in the circle AB D.
2. Check if D is in the circle ABC.

If only one test is correct the best candidate is known.
If both test fail we are in the sitllation that ABC D form a circle. Then it is arbitrary to
choose AD or BC.
If both test are trlle, then the lowest point will be the candidate. Mind that, because we
are always looking above AB, a point at infinity can not be the lowest point. If both points
are at infinity use the knowledge that a new edge must not be an edge between two points
located at infinity. Now the edge that has to be inserted is known.
Continue adding Delaunay edges llutil the next edge in the important list is reached. Then
restart with AB being that edge.
Now we will resume the algorithm presented above. By lemma 2.3, the new edges that we
need must cross the boundary between strips. These new Delaunay edges that cross the
boundary can be found by executing the following procedure in the region above each G-edge
that crosses the boundary between the two strips.
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I[ AB := importanLiistl;
do AB i= importanLiistl ast
if AB = impor'tanLlistl
o AB i= importanLiist1
ft·1

-l-l-

importanLiist := rest( importanUist)

-+

skip

Find a candidate (C) in the left strip,
and eliminate edges that are not part of the CDT;
Find a candidate (D) in the right strip,
and eliminate edges that are not part of the CDT;

if best candidate is C

-l-

IJ best candidate is B

-+

o no best candidate

-+

Add (A, D) to the CDT;
AB := (A,D)
Add (B, C) to the CDT;
AB := (B,C)

AB := importanLlist l

ft

od
]1 ;

2.4

Some Formal CDT Definition in GCL

type POINTTYPE
EDGETYPE
POINT
EDGE
REGION
STRIP
SWEEPLINE
var

Sweep_Line
Edges
Plane

= {Temp, Via, Term, B_Box};

=

{False, G_Edge, D_Edge, B_Box};
=(ZxZ);
= (POINT x POINT);
= (EDGE* x EDGE*);
= (Z x Zx REGION*);
set of EDGE;

=

(*(x,y)*)
(* (beginpoint, endpoint) *)
(* (lefLedgdist, righLedgdist) *)
(* (left, right, region list) *)

: SWEEPLINE;
: set of EDG E;
: set of POINT;

The following properties must hold:

(* ft does not matter Iww an cdgc ,is cal/cd, (p, q) or (q,p), but it is only stored once in the set. *)
(p,q) EEdges -l- (q,p) EEdges V (p,q) EEdges;
(* N ULL is an cdge that is not part of Edges so it can be used in stop criteria *)
const NULL : EDGE;
NULL fI. Edges 1\ ...,3 p,q E Plane : (p,q) = NULL;

(* Thc cdgcs have to bc noncrossing *)
Ve ,. e2 EEdges: el =F e2 -l- el U e2 = (0 V BEGIN(ed V END(el»

Geometrical Routing
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The following standard functions are defined:
X: POINT --. Z;
var x, Y : Z;

p
: POINT;
p E Plane 1\ x : (x,y)

= p -+ X(p) = x;

Y: POINT --. Z;
var x, y : Z;
p
: POINT;
p E Plane 1\ y : (x,y) = p --. X(p) = y;
BEGIN: EDGE --. POINT;
var a, b : POINT;
e
: EDGE;
e EEdges 1\ a, b : (a,b) = e 1\ a

<b

-+

BEGIN(e) = a;

END: EDGE
var a, b :
e
:
e EEdges

>a

-+

END(e)

--. POINT;
POINT;
EDGE;
1\ a, b : (a,b)

=e

1\

b

= b;

Redefine T(see definition 1.9)
T: Plane -+ 0
T: Edges --. EDGETYPE

2.5

Implementation

The implementation is made nsing ADTs (Advanced Data Types). The advantage is data
shielding and reduced compiexity. The disadvantage might be a program with more overhead.
There are some types of which the implementation is not trivia1. Before they are explained,
Red&Black-trees will be illtroducec1 because a few types are bases on them.

2.5.1

Red&Black-trees

A Red&Black-tree is a balanced hinary tree where every node has a key value and a color.
The type of the key is sneh that the operations <, = and > are defined on it. The eolor ean
be Red or Black. The nodes in a Red&Black-tree are ordered as follows. All nodes below the
left child of v have a smaller key vaiue then the key of v. All nodes below the right child of
v have a largel' key value. This means a tree is not unique.
The following red-black proper'ties are always satisfiec1:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Every node is either red or black.
Every leaf is black.
If a node is red, then both its children are black.
Every simpie path from a node to a descendant leaf contains the same number of black
nodes.

This results in the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.4 A Red&Black-tree with n intemal nades has height at most 210g(n + 1).
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Red&Black-trees use O( n) space. Inserting and deleting a point probably causes that the
red-black pmperties will not hold anymore. This means the Red&Black-tree is unbalanced.
Rebalancing can be done in O(1ogn) time, which means that building a Red&Black-tree can
be done in O( n log n) time. Other operations that can be performed on a Red&Black- tree
are searching a node with a certain key value (O(logn)), and searching the node t with the
smallest key value largel' than the key value of the current node v, i.e. find the next node
(O(1og n)).
See for more information on Red&Black trees [CLR91, pages 263-280]

2.5.2

The xy-plane

An easy way to implement the plane is using a matrix which costs O(n 2 ) space. The big
advantage is speed, since every element can be accessed immediately. But, because of the
sparsity of the matrix and because of its size, the amount of memory needed would be too
much. Therefor an other structure is used. This structure is based on Red&Black-trees.
The implementation used here is as follows. The points with the same x-coördinate are
stored in the same tree using their y-coördinate as key value. All these trees are also stored
in a Red&Black-tree using the x-coördinate of the points as key. Using this data storage
mechanism, finding a point cost approximately O(logn) time. Finding the lexicographically
next point also costs O(log n).

2.5.3

Strips, regions and edges

During eDT the plane is divided in strips consisting of regions that have a left edgeJist and
a right edgeJist. See figure 2.7.
Every edge is represented bya data structure with pointers to both points stored in the plane,
bet ween which the edge is defined. This data structure contains some extra information such
as the type of that edge. Every point has a small circulal' list in which all the edges connected
to that point are stored. Finding an edge means first fin ding the point in the plane to which
it is attached and then checking the circular list for the existence of that edge. The circular
list can be traveled in a clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) manner.

2.6

Performance

The eDT algorithm should be O(n log n). The question remains if this implementation,
using the data-structure based on Red&Black-trees, also has O(nlogn). Here a thourough
investigation of the used procedures is made.
Search, insert and delete operations performed on Red&Black trees use O(log n). Finding the
lexicographically next point can also be done in O(1og n).
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Figure 2.7: The data structure of the strips.

2.6.1

Initializing the strips

There are n points. For every point we have to do the following operations in order to
determine the regions.
• lnsert and remove G-edges in the data structure cantaining the G-edges that are heing
crossed hy the sweepline. The data structure is a Red&Black-tree, which means these
operations will cast O(log n).
• Find the edge directly above and below a point in order to determine the top- and
bottomline of a region. This can be done using the sweepline in O(log n) time.
• Finding the lexicographically next point costs O(log n).
There are n point, which means there can he O( n) regions. For every region the following
operations have to he performed:
• Create the triangulation, 0(1).
• Create the points on the boundary.
For every region we need four temporary corner points that can he added in
O(log n).
For every G-edge ending in the region we need a temporary point, thus two points
for every G-edge. Because the CDT cantains O( n) edges, there can he no more than
O( n) G-edges, thus O( n) extra point insertions have to he done costing O( n log n).
This means that initializing the strips can he done in O( n log n) time.

edge.s
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2.6.2

Stitching the strips

The complexity of some often used operations is:
• Determining if a point p lies in a cÏrc1e defined by three points costs O( 1).
• All point are connected in a partial eDT. Finding the point at the end of an edge costs

0(1).
It is possible that every strip contains one region with one point in it, which means then~ are
O(n) regions and O(n) strips. The stitching process can be visualized as a binary tree where
each node in the tree represents a stitching of two strips and each branch is a partial enT.
The leaves are the initial strips. We define levels in the tree as can he seen in figure 2.8.
There are O( n) strips, which means there are O(1og n) levels. The number of points in each
level equals the sum of the number of points in each branch of that level, which is O(n).
When stitching two strips, we do not come back on a just made decision. This means a just
inserted edge will not be deleted. Becallse a enT has O( n) edges and the branches are partial
enTs, the levels contain O(n) edges. We need O(1ogn) steps to climh up the levels of the
tree and at every level we can delete and insert a maximum of O( n) edges, t hus the algorithm
is O(nlogn).

Figure 2.8: The stitching process visualized
At the first level ofperformed stitches, it is possible we have to delete O(n) temporary points.
As we move on the amount of inserted and deleted points get less. However, we ean not say
at what rate it decreases. ThllS we conc111de with the following:
At every level there is a maximum of O( n) temporary points that can be deleted and O(n) temporary points that can be inserted. This means for O(1og n) levels a tota! of O( n log n) points.
lnserting and deleting a point in a Red&Black-tree, what is done in the implementation, can
be done in O(log n) time, thus the best estimation of the complexity of the implementatio11 is
O( n log2 11). If the temporary points would have been stored in an intermediate datastructure
that could insert and delete points in O( 1), the complexity would have been O( n log n).
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Rubber-Band Sketch
3.1

Preface

First the definition of a rubber-band sketch given in chapter 1 will be repeated.
Definition 3.1 Sketch

=

(F, W)

Where:
F
finite set of features
W: finite set of wires
1. Each wire in W does not intersect itself or any other wire.
2. Each wire is attached to more than one feature's endpoint, thus forming multi-terminal
wIres.
3. Each wire has a minimal length such that all bends of the wire are at a bendpoint.

o
This chapter will explain a way in which a rubber-band sketch can be described.

3.2

G-edges, Wires and Obstacles

For the routability check we need to know which wire crosses which edge in the CDT. For
shifting the wires, which is done when spokes are c.reated, we also need to know the ordering
of the wires on a G-edge and around the point.
First we will look at the route of a wire. As said before we do not restriet ourselves to twoterminal nets, but we extend the definitions to multi-terminal nets. A wire can be connec.ted
to a point or can bend around a point. Connec.ted, means the wire either ends and/or starts
at that point. A wire is said to use a point if it is c.onnected to it or bends ar01md it.
A wire can be seen as a set of straight-line sections that can be mapped one to one on the
G-edges. When a wire bends around a point it uses minimal two G-edges. All these wire
sections have to be interc.onnected at the G-points. Therefor we use an interCOllllec.tion path
that turns around the point. The route for every wire is stored as follows. Every wire has
a unique identification. At every point there is a list for every wire using that point that
describes its route from, to and around that point. The list c.ontains all the wire sec.tions of
the wire that use the point. The ordering of these sections defines how the wire bends arOlmd
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the point. Tmveling through the list of wire sections is as moving clockwise around the point
over the interconnection between these wire sections. The interconnection path starts at the
first wire section in the list and ends at the last. lf a wire is connected to the point, the list
will be circular.
For an example see figure 3.1. In this figure it can be seen that all wires using the point have
lists of wire sections (G-edges). These lists in turn are placed in a list called the wi7'e list.
The ordering in the wire list can be used to determine which wire lies above which wire when
turning aroUlld the point. It is Hot deal' on which side of the G-edge the wire lies, but that
is not important.
Point

3

4
1 ----

B

P1
P
1

I Wire

G-Edges

5

EE

2

AD
ABD

P
1
P1

3

BD

P1

4

BCD

Figure ;3.1: Ordering of wires in a point.
One could say that this way of storing a wire route introduces a lot of overhead. When we
use the fact that the RBS must be planar we do not have to make a wire list storing the
order of wires bending around a point. Just storing the route for every wire would be enough.
However, when spokes are inserted we need this order and it would cost too much time to
determine the order at every instanee it is needed, because we might have to trace all the
wires to their connection points.

3.2.1

GeL definitions of wires, G-edges and obstacles

Here the correct GeL definitions for wires will be given as described above.
type WIRE_ID
= IN
LOCALWIRE-ROUT = (WIRE_ID x EDGE*);
(* route of one wire at a point *)
WIRE-HOOK
= LOCAL_WIRE-ROUT*;
(* a hook that Iw/ds all the wires *)
FEATURES
= (set. of POINT x set. of EDGE);
WIRES
set of (POINT x WIRE-HOOK);

=

var

RBS: (FEATURES x WIRES);

The following properties must hold:
: EDGE;
: POINT;
: WIREJD;
list, lisLp, lits_q : EDGE*;
wI, wLp, wLq
: LOCALWIRE-ROUT;
wh, hh_p, whA : WIRE_HOOK;
F
: FEATURES;
W
: WIRES;

var e
p, q
id

(* Rubber-Band Sketch *)
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(* Every wire section in the RB.') is represented by an edge that has type G-edge *)
W: (F,W) = RBS;
V (p,wh) E W : V wl E wh : (list: (id,list) = wl/\ VeE list: T(e) = G-Edge);
(* there may be no dangeling wires *)
W : (F,W) = RBS;
V (p,wh) E W : V wl E wh : (list: (id,list)

= wl/\ : I list I > 1);

(* every wire is connected to at least two points *)
V id E IN: p : «p,wh_p) E W /\ 3 wLp : (wLp E wh_p /\ 3 lisLp: (id,lisp_p) E wLp)) -+
3 q : (q i= p /\ q : «(q,wh_q) E W /\ 3 wLq : (wLq E wh_q /\ 3 list_q : (id,lisp_q) E wLq))))
(* there are not two wires having the name id such that there is no wire path connecting them *)

3.3

Input Format

Section 3.2 shows a way in whieh a RB" ean be described and how it ean be stored in memory.
This description will be the guideline for the next graIllmar. This grallllllar has to describe
the route ofthe wires as rubber-bands and define their ordering such that the RB5' is aplanar
"graph" .
Appendix B contains an example of an inputfile.

3.3.1

Lexical scanner

Here are the regular expression that are used to recognize tokens. Using these tokens a
gramIllar ean be build that describes the RB". The regular expressions in table 3.1 are given
to Lex} such that a lexica! scanner is build.

I taken

regular expressian
SKIP
DIGIT
INTEGER
WIRE
VIA
TERM
LINE
WIDTH
DIST

, '1"-+1/
'0' I ·.. 1'9'
=

DIGIT*
'wire'I'WIRE'
'via'!'VIA'
'term't'TERM'
'line'I'LINE'
'width'I'WIDTH'
'dist'I'DIST'

INTEGER
WIRE
VIA
TERM
LINE
WIDTH
DIST
eOMMA
BO
Be
SO

,,
,

'C
')'

'['
']'
,,
camment

sc

END

Rel1lOve comment, nested comment is
possible. Comment is all text be/ween:

'(* ... *)' I '/* ... */'

I '{ ... }'

Table 3.1: Regular expressions.
1

Lex is a lexica! scanner generator. This program is often used on UNIX platforms.
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Here / and "'-+ are used to represellt the "llewline" and "tab" charader respectively. BO,
Be, SO and sc stands for "Bracket Open", "Bracket Close", "Square bracket Open" and
"Square bracket Close" respeetively.

3.3.2

Parser

The rules for the parser are given in table 3.2. They are based on the tokens given in table :3.1.
There are three things that the parser has to take care of.
• The parser must be capahle of reading the technology constmints sueh as distances
hetween wires, vias and terminals and their widths.
• The location of the terminals and vias have to be described as well as other obstacles.
Obstacles sueh as modules and forbidden areas can all be made using straight line
segments.
• As last the wircs have to be described. Their route and order around the points are
needed.
Using the rules in table 3.2 Yaec 2 ean make the parser.

rbs

--+

def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def

--+

obstac:le
obstacle
obstacle

--+

coördinate
pointJout
wire_hook
locaLwire_route
wire_id
pointJist
wire_direction

--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+

--+
--+

--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+

mIes
def* obstac:le* pointJoute+ END
WIDTH WIRE INTEGER
WIDTH VIA INTEGER
WIDTH TERM INTEG ER
DIST WIRE WIRE INTEG ER
DIST TERM TERM INTEGER
DIST VIA VIA INTEGER
DIST WIRE VIA INTEGER
DIST VIA WIRE INTEG ER
DIST TERM VIA INTEGER
DIST VIA TERM INTEGER
DIST TERM WIRE INTEGER
DIST WIRE TERM INTEGER
VIA coordinate
TERM coordinate
LINE coordinate c:oordinate
BO INTEGER COMMA INTEGER BC
coordinate SO wire_hook SC
IocaLwire_route+
wire_id pointJist (CONNECT]
INTEGER
wire_direction+
coördinate

Table 3.2: Rules for the RBS grammar.
2Yacc is a compiler compiler and makes a parser using a set of rules. Yacc is a UNIX program.
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Routability
4.1

Preface

Theorem 4.1 A sketch is 1'Outable ij and only ij it can be tmnsJormed into the cOl'responding
extended rubber-band sketch.
0

This theorem can be used to check routability. Thus when spoke creation fails, the sketch is
not rou tabie. This check by construction is precisely what is needed if the process of inserting
spokes is fast. That however is not the case. A faster method with which routability can be
checked is desirabIe.
In order to check routability, we have to check if the amount of wires crossing a cut, i.e. the
flow, does not exceed the capacity of the cut (see definition 1.12). As said before, the only
cuts we have to look at are the critical cuts. It is not deal' how these cuts can be found.
In this chapter we will present two heuristics that create a set of cuts that can be checked.
These heuristics are both Oen) with respect to checking the safeness of all cuts, where n is
the amount of points in the plane. The cuts produced by both heuristics are found using
triangulation. If a straightforward method would be used, the cost would be 0(n 2 ) or higher,
since every possible cut between two points has to be checked. There are n points, which
means there are 0(n 2 ) cuts. However, before such a cut can be used one has to check if the
cut does not cross other points thus partitioning the cut in different part. Using the CUlTent
data structure that would be Oen) worst case.

4.2

Routability Check using the CDT

4.2.1

Definition of the first heuristic

It seems rather natura! to use the enT because it spans the entire plane. The edges in the
enT will be the cuts for which safeness has to be checked. Obstacles or bundies of wires are
represent by G-edges. The wires in these bundIes cross the critical cuts. The pl'oblem is to
determine which wire crosses which cut. The following algorithm determines the amount of
wires crossing each cut.

The function Flow() determines the amount of wires crossing the cut. The function Cap()
measures the space between two points.
The function Flow12() is used by the function Flow() in the case that the cut is a D-edge.
There are no wires that follow that edge because otherwise the edge would have been a G27
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edge. This makes it easier to count the number of crossing wires because we do not have
to watch out for wires that follow the cut but do not actually cross it. We on1y encounter
situations k, 1, In and n of figure 4.1.
In the case that the cut is a G-edge, then there are wires that follow the G-edge. Figure 4.1
shows all the cases in which a wire can bend around the points. All these situations are
checked in the function CLFlow() that is used by Flow().
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Figure 4.1: All possib1e ways in which a wire can bend around two points.

(* amount of space between two points *)
fUlle Cap (Je: EDGE) : IN=

I[ Cap = rnax{IX(BEGIN(e))-X(END(e))I, IY(BEGIN(e))-Y(END(e))l}; ]1;
(* return the wire_hook of a point *)
fune Wire_Hook (lp : POINT) : WIRE_HOOK

=

I[ var W : WIRES;
F : FEATURES;
= RBS;
p, Wire_Hook : (p, Wire_Hook) E W

I W,F : (F,W)
]1 ;

(* check if the list is circular *)
fUlle CircllIar (llist : EDG E*) : booIean =
I[ (* checking if the list is circular is implementation dependent

*)]1;

(* check if e lies between el and e2, all connected to point p *)

fune In_Between (l.e1, le2, ie : EDGE; Lp : POINT) : booIean =

I[ (* turning from el to e2 around p in a CW direction, check if e is encountered *)
(* mind that e

]I;

i-

el 1\

ei-

e2 *)

(* check if a wire has a .segment llsing edge e *)
fune Follows_Cut (Je : EDG E; lel: EDGE*) : boolean =
I[ if e E el -> Follows_Cllt := True
o e fj. el -> FolIows_Cllt := FaIse

]I;

n
0
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(* flow on one side of a D_Edge *)
fUlle Flow12 (lpl : POINT; !e12 : EDGE) : IN=
I[ var be, ee : EDG E;
el, eB : EDGE*;
p2
: POINT;
wh
: WIRLHOOK;
id
: WIREJD;
f
: IN;
wh := Wire_Hook (pI);
p2 := OtheLSide(!e12, Lp1);
f:= 0;
do wh :/: «::~ --+
id, el : (id,el) = wh l ; wh := rest(wh);
if Circular (Lel) --+ skip
0-, Circtilar (I el) --+ be : eh;
ee : eB EB «::ee~ = el;
if In_Between (leb, Lee, Je12, lp1)
1]-' In_Between (leb, lee, le12,lp1)
fi
fi
od;
Flow12 := f;

(* begin-, endedge *)
(* edgelist *)

=

--+
--+

f:= f
skip

+1

]I;
(* flow over a G_Edge *)
fUlle (LFlow (Je : EDG E) : IN =
I[ var in_between1, in_between2 : boolean;
connected1, connected2 : boolean;
foBows_cut
: boolean;
ell, el2
: EDGE*;
p1, p2
: POINT;
wh1, wh2
: WIRE_HOOK;
id
: WIREJD;
f
: IN;
I pI := BEGIN(e); p2 := END(e);
whl := Wire_Hook (lp1); wh2 := Wire_Hook (lp2);
f:= 0;
do wh1 :/: ~~ --+
id,ell : (id,ell) = wh1l; wh1 := rest(whl);
in_between1 := In_Between (lFirst(Lell), JLast(lell), Le, Lpl);
connected 1 := Circular (l ell);
follows_cut := FollowS-<:llt (Ie, lell);
if foBows_cut --+ el2 : (id,eI2) E wh2;
in_between2 := In_Between (lFirst(lel2), LLast(lel2), Je, lp2);
connected2 := Circlilar (leI2);
fi;
(* - - - - - - aetual test - - - - - - - - - *)
if connected 1 --+
if foBows_cut 1\ -, connected2 1\ in_between2 --+ f := f + 1;
(* 9 *)
o -, foBows_cut V connected2 V -, in_between2 --+ skip
(* e, f1, f2 *)
fi
o -, connected 1 1\ ilLbetween 1 --+ f := f + 1
(* h, ij, i2, j, k, 1{1/2) *)
o -, connected 1 1\ -, in_between 1 1\ follows-clIt --+
if conneded2 --+ skip
o -, connected2 1\ -, in_between2 --+
if e First Cl ell) = Last (leI2) V e Last (lell) = First (leI2) --+ skip

=

=
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oe

= First (Lel!) = First (Jel2) V e = Last (Jel!) = Last (JeI2)

--->

f:= f

+

1 (* cl, c2 *)

ti

o --,

connected2

1\

in_between2

--+

f:= f

+

(* dj, d2 *)

1

ti
ti
od;

do wh2

# «:» --+

eI2: (id,eI2) = wh2 1 ; wh2 := rest(wh2);
in_between2 := In_Between (JFirst(JeI2), JLast(JeI2), Je, jp2);
connected2 := Connected (leI2);
folIows_cllt := FoIIows_Cut (Je, leI2);
if --, connected2 1\ in_between2 1\ --, foIIows_cut --+ f := f + 1
o connected2 V --, in_between2 V foIIows_cut --+ skip
ti

od
G_Flow := f;

]1 ;
(* amount of wires crossing thc cut between two points *)
Flow (Je : EDGE) : IN=
--+ Flow := (LFlow (Je)
o T(e) # (LEdge --+ Flow := Flow12 (IBEGIN(e), Je)
ti

fUllC

I[ if T(e) = G_Edge

+

Flow12 (JEND(e), Je)

]1 ;
(* check if a certain cut is safe *)
CllLSafe (le : EDGE) : boolean =
I[ var flow, cap, width : IN;
I flow := Flow (Je);
cap := Cap (Ie : EDGE);
width := (W(T(BEGIN(e))) + W(T(END(e))))/2;
if flow> 0 -.. width := width + V(T(BEGIN(e)),Wire) + V(T(END(e)),Wire)
+ flow * W(Wire) + (flow - 1) * V(Wire,Wire)
o flow = 0 --+ width := width + V(T(BEGIN(e)),T(END(e)))
fi·,
if width ::; cap --+ CuLSafe := True
o wiclth > cap --+ CllLSafe := False
ti

fUllC

]1 ;
(* check if all the cuts are safe *)
ROlltable : Boolean =
I[ var e : EDGE;
I if'v' e EEdges: Cut_Safe (je) --+ Routable:= true
o 3 e EEdges: --, CuLSafe (Je) --+ Error-Report 0;
ROlltable := False

fUllC

ti

]I;
4.2.2

Coverage of the first heuristic

When the CDT is used to generate the cuts it will very aften be sa that the cut between two
features that lie close is not generated because there is a wire running between them. This
is illustrated in figure 4.2.a. The edges S and T of figure 4.2.b are G-edges in the eDT. The
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capacities of the cuts 7, J, J(, T, M, N and 0 are measued in the x-direction and are all safe.
lf pand q are both vias, they can take up so much room that if the cut pq would 1)e checked
for safeness it would not pass. However pq is not generated. If the G-edges would not have
would be like figure
4.2.c. Now cut pq is in the set and will be
been there the cuts generated
.
.
checked. Using this we will introduce the next routability check .

......

..,
a.

D.

c.

Figure 4.2: The routability check fails.

4.3

Routability Check using DT

The routability check can be improvecl if we leave the G-edges representing wires out of the
CDT. The question remains if we shoulcl also take the G-edges representing features out of
the CDT, thus creating a DT. There are no wires crossing features, thus why check the cuts
defined by them. On the other hand, features often form largel' obstacles enclosing a part of
the routable area, thus a cut crossing this obstacle could have a largel' capacity then it can
actually use. lf we do not want to create these cuts, the features Sh01I1d be left in. Which is
best, we do not know. Therefor we will make a test that can handle both cases. One uses the
DT and on uses the CDT. The edges in the CDT try to be as short as possible, and because
features are usually very short, the clifference between both sets of cuts will be small.
Mind the following properties:
• There are two sets of edges, one set contains the edges of the (constrainecl) Delaunay
triangulation (T), where the possib1e constraints are the features, alld one set contains
the wire segments (V).
• Both sets are planar .
• Both sets contain O( n) eclges.
• The set of points used for triangulation equals the set of point used by the wires.
Determining which wire segment crosses which edge costs in general O( n 2 ) time. However
using the properties given above, it can be done in O( n), because for every wire segment 'W
in V it is possible to find the set of edges in T that are being crossed by 'W in constant time
by tracing 'W through the triangulation.

4.3.1

GeL procedures

first define the following two functions
F: T U {NULL} -> IN
(* flow on the edges of the triangulation *)
R: V -> IN
(* number of wires running along the edges *)

GeOlnetrical Routing
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=

fUllC Crossed_Edges (Je : EDG E) : EDG E*
I[ var x,y : IR;
E : EDGE*;
t : EDGE;
I VtET : 3(x,Y)E(IR,IR) : (x, y) on e A (x, y) on t A
(x,y) f. BEGIN(e) A (x,y)
(x,y) f. BEGlN(t) A (x,y)
Crossed_Edge := E

f.
f.

END(e)A
END(t) --. tEE;

]1 ;
(* determine the flow of all tlle cuts *)
fUllC Compute_Flow
I[ var T, V : set of EDGE;
p
: POINT;
w
: WIRE_SEGMENT;
e
: EDGE;
E
: EDGE*;
do V p E Plane --.
do V w E V : p = BEG IN( w) --.
E := Crossed_Edges(l w)
do VeE E :-+ .:F(e) := .:F(e)

=

+ n(w) od
ad
do V wire bending arütmd p --.
do VeE T : p = BEGIN(e) V p = END(e) --.
ife in bendsector wire --. .:F(e) := .:F(e) + 1
o ..., e in bendsector wire --. skip
ti
od

od
od

]I;

4.3.2

Coverage of the second heuristic

As illustrated in fignre 4.:3 this method does not generate all the cuts needed. Edge (A,e)
is not part of the triangulation, but as can bI' seen in table 4.1 that cut was unsafe. The
widtb needed is calculated using definition 1.12. This means that the cuts generated by nsing
Delaunay triangulation do not contain all the critical cuts.

4.4

Improved check

Using the situation in figure 4.3, we can think of an improvement by also checking edges
such as (A, C), thus creating more critical cuts. We can find these edges as follows. All
edges, except the edges on the hull, are part of two triangles. Those two triangles form a
quadrilateral and the shared edge can bI' seen as a diagonal. The edge we are looking for is
the other diagonal. Mind that we only need the edge if it lies inside the quadrilateral, i.e.
cuts the existing diagonal. This is illustrated in figure 4.4. There we would generate 2 extra
edges instead of the possible 4 (there are 4 edges inside the hull). Because the number of
extra cuts generated in this way is O(n), this improved check is also O(n).
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Checking the safeness of the cuts from figure 4.3.
distance terminal terminal 5
distance terminal wire 5
distance wire wire 5
width terminal 5
width wire 5
Cut Capacity Flow
Width needed
AB
40
2
2 . .5 + 1 . 5 + 2 . 5 + 2 . 21
Be
.50
4
4 . 5 + 3 . .5 + 2· 5 + 2 . 2~
CD
40
3
3 . 5 + 2 ..5 + 2 . 5 + 2 . 2!
DA
40
3
3 . .5 + 2 . 5 + 2 ..5 + 2 . 2!
BD
50
1
1 ·5 + O· 5 + 2· .5 + 2 . 2i
60
AC
6
6 ·5 + .5 . 5 + 2· 5 + 2 . 2 2

= 30
= 50
= 40
= 40
= 20
= 70

Safe
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Table 4.1: Safeness check.
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Figure 4.3: The routability check fails.
The improved check can be implemented in the program. First the extra edges should be
determined. We will caU them E-edges. These edges can be inserted in the CUlTent datastructure as described in subsection 2.5.:3. Mind that the edges should be handled with care
because they disrupt the planarity of the set Edges. E-edges must normally be skipped
because otherwise most procedures anel functions operating on the (C)DT will not work
properly. Using the routability check elefined in subsection 4.3.1 we will define the improved
check.
As can be seen in figure 4.5, the wire segment (a, b) crosses a lot of D-eelges and E-edges
(the E-eelges are dashed). We have to increment the flow on every crossed D- anel E-edge.
The D-edges are found using the DT and are placed in a list. We also add (a,e) and (b, d)

~
-- --

\._.
\

Figure 4.4: Improvement of the routability check by generating extra cuts.
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to this list. The E-edges are found as foIlows. In the sector defined by every two adjacent
edges in the just defined list there is an E-edge, as weil as for every edge in this list there is
an E-e<lge crossing that edge (see figure 4.5 for more details). The foIlowing procedure uses
this knowledge to actually calculate the flow.

c

/

/

/

\
\

/

b

/

/

Figure 4.5: Find E- and D-edges crossed by a wire using the CDT.

4.4.1

GeL procedures

fUlle Crossed_Edge_List (Lw: EDGE) : EDGE*
I[ var p, s, t : POINT;

: set of EDG E;
: EDGE*;
: IN;
e, n : EDGE;
ES := Crossed_Edges (Jw);
E : (\:;/ e E E : e E ES) 1\ (\:;/ e

=

ES
E

Esf e E E)
(* sei and list contain the same e/ements *)
(* the order in the list is the order in which edges are encountered *)
(\:;/;=1.IEI-1 A e=Ei A n=Ei+l: (s,t) = e 1\ (t,u) = n)
1\
(* the first element in E lies near BEGIN(w) *)
(IEl> 1 : ((p : ((p,t) = El 1\ (t,s) = E2 » : (BEGIN(w),p) EEdges)
((p : ((p,t) = Elast 1\ (t,s) = Elast-J) : (END(w),p) EEdges»
Crossed_Edge_list := E
E

1\

JI;
(* determine the orthogonal edge that crosses this edge *)
fUlle Ortho (Je : EDG E) : EDG E
I[ var a, b : POINT;

=

I a:=

PoinLOLRight_Triangle (JBEGIN(e), Je);
b := PoinLOLRighLTriangle (LEND(e), je);
if (a t- NULL) 1\ (b t- NULL) 1\ (a t- b) -+ Ortho := (a,b)
o (a = NULL) V (b = NULL) V (a = b) -+ Ortho := NULL
fi

(* see subsection 5.1.2 *)

JI;
(* determine the flow of all the cuts including the extra cuts *)
fUlle ComputeJ.mproved_Flow =
I[ var T, V, X : set of EDGE;

p, ct, s, t: POINT;
w
: WIRE~SEGMENT;
e,o
: EDGE;
E
: EDGE*;

(* T: triangulation, V: wires, X : set of extra edges *)
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do 'V p E Plane --+
do 'V w E V : p = BEGIN(w) --+
E := Crossed_Edge_List( Lw);
if IEl = 1 --+ E := ~(BEGIN(w),BEGIN(EJ))»EB E EB ~(END(w),END(EJ)»;
o := Ortho (LE 2 );
(* correction, should not be done iwice
.1"(0) := .1"(0) - R(w);
\] IEl> 1 --+ q : (q,s) = El /\ (s,t) = E 2
E := ~(BEGIN(w),q)>>EB E;
q : (q,s) = E 1ast /\ (s,t) = El ast - l
E := E EB ~(BEGIN(w),q)>>;
(* correction
o := Ortho (LE 2 ); .1"(0) := .1"(0) - R(w);
(*
correction
o := Ortho (LElast-J); .1"(0) := .1"(0) - R(w)
o IEl = 0 --+ skip
ft
q := p; next := Other_Side (El,q);
do E f. ~» --+
e := El; E := rest(E); q := next;
.1"(e) := .1"(e) + R(w);
o := Ortho (je); .1"(0) := .1"(0) + R(w); (* increment D-edge *)
if E f. ~» --+
next := OtheLSide (El,q);
if q righLof w --+ 0 := EdgeJ;W_Extra (e,q)
o q lefLof w --+ 0:= Edge_CCW_Extra (e,q)
(* increment E-edge
ft;
if 0 f. El --+ .1"(0) := .1"(0) + R(w)
\] 0 = El --+ skip
ft
\] E = ~» --+ skip
ft
od
od

*)

*)
*)

*)

(* check how wires tllrning arollnd the points contribllte the flow *)
do 'V wire bending around p --+
do'Ve E T U X : p = BEGIN(e) V p = END(e)
if e in bendsec.tor wire --+ .1"(e) := .1"(e) + 1
o --, e in bendsector wire --+ skip
ft
od
od

--+

od

]I;

4.4.2

Couverage

Unfortunately the cuts generated in this way are not all the critical cuts. This caIl be seen in
figure 4.6. For simplicity we do not use the width of a wire, we only say that wires have to
lie on gridlines. Cut ae is not checked but it is unsafe while all the defined cuts are safe. The
problem is due to the fact that there are two wires attached to points band d, while there is
only room for one wire. The conclusion we can draw from this is that care should be taken
when a wire is attached to a point.
Another cause for the problem is that we only measure the capacity in the x-direction or in
the y-direction. We hope that two adjacent cuts ab and bc cover the cut ac. But cut ab could
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Figure 4.6: The illlproved check does not generate all the critica] cuts.
he measured in the x-direction and cut bc in the y-direction, which means that they do not
cover cut ac.

Chapter

Local Changes to the CDT
5.1

Preface

The assumption is made that there is a CDT without points at infinity. This means the
bonneling box which is defineel in chapter 2 is removeel.
Local changes to the CDT have to be maele because we want to make an algorithm that
progressively refines the RBS by inserting spokes. When a spoke is inserted the CDT has
to change. Instead of a full retriangulation it is better to make local changes to the CDT
becanse this is less expensive in time.
A spoke can be seen as a constraint for the CDT and therefor will be representeel by a G-eelge.
Wires are also representeel by G-edges. Adding spokes anel shifting wires means it lllUst bI'
possible to add and remove points and G-edges in the CDT. Section 5.2 explains how points
can bI' deleteel anel inserted in the CDT. Section 5.3 explains how G-eelges can be deleted anel
inserteel in the CDT.

5.1.1

Often used symbols

Definition 5.1 Let a,b,c E IR 2 , then O(a, b, c)
a, b anel c on its boundary }
MimI that point a ~
rirc1e.

O( a, b, c) beeause

= {(x, Y)

E IR 2 1(:r, y) in the circ1e with points
0

a is on the bonnelary of the circle anel not insiele the

Definition 5.2 Let a,b E IR 2 , then with O( a, b) we refer to one of all possible sets O( a, b, p)
where p E IR 2 •
0
The half plane right of a line is defineel as follows:
Definition 5.3 Let a,b E IR 2 , then ~ (a,b) = {(x,y) E IR 2 1(:z:,Y) right ofline (a,b)}.

0

Mind that a ~ ~ (a, b), because points on the line are not right of the line.
Definition 5.4 Let a,b,c E IR 2 elefine a triangle sneh that when the boundary is traveleel in
a CW manner, t he points are encountered in the order a, b, c.
Then .6,(a,b,c) = ((:z;,y) E IR 2 1(x,y) E ~ (a,b)n ~ (b,c)n ~ (c,an.
0
Definition 5.5 v(a,b,c) is a function that is trne when (a,b) EEdges 1\ (b,c) EEdges 1\
(c, a) EEdges, i.e. the triangle throngh a, band c is part of the CDT.
0
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5.1.2

Often used GeL definitions

First of all we will define some procedures and functions that are used throughout this chapter.
(* return the point on the other end of the edge *)
fUlle Other-Side (te : EDGE; Lp : POINT) : POINT =

I[ if BEGIN(e) = p
o BEGIN(e) i= p
fi',

~

Other_Side := END(e)

~ Other_Side := BEGIN(e)

]I;
(* return the point that makes a triangle on the right side of this edge *)
fUlle PoinLOLRight_Triangle (Jbegin : POINT; Lab: EDGE) : POINT =

I[ var end, cl, c2 : POINT;
el. e2

: EDGE;

\ d, c2.:= NlJLL, NlJLL; end := Other_Side (lab, lbegin);

ei := EdgeJ;W ([begin, Lab);
if el = NULL ~ skip;
o el i= NULL ~ cl := Other-Side (jei, Lbegin);
fi',
e2 := Edgd;CW (l end, 1ab);
if e2
NULL ~ skip;
o e2 i= NULL ~ c2 := Other_Side (le2, lend);
fi',
if cl = NULL V c2 = NULL V cl i= c2 ~ PoinLOLRighLTriangle := NULL;
o cl i= NULL /\ c2 i= NULL /\ cl = c2 ~ Point_OLRighLTriangle := cl;
fi

=

:1\ ;

(* checking if a point is on the convex hull can be donc by locating an edge that is part of only *)
(* one triangle instead of two. if no such edge exists the point i.s not on the convex hull *)
fUlle On_Hul! (lpl : POINT) : Boolean =
I[ val' p2 : POINT;
e : EDGE;
I if 3 e EEdges: p2 : (pl,p2) = e /\ ( PoinLOLRighLTriangle (lpl, Ie) = NULL V
Point_OLRighLTriangle (lp2, Ie) = NULL) ~ On_Huil := True
0-,3 e E Eclges : p2 : (pl,p2) = e /\ ( PoillLOLRight_Triangle (tpl, Ie) NULL V
PoillLOLRighLTriangle (1p2, le) = NULL) ~ On_Hul! := False

=

JI;

5.2

Deleting and Inserting a Point

5.2.1

Deleting a point

Deleting a point is not difficult. Of course it can only he deleted if there is no G-edge connected
to it. Then simply relllove the point and all edges connected to it. When the point is deleted,
that part of the CDT needs to he retriangulated.
There are two different cases:
1. If the point is on tlw convex hull then the convex hull has to be repaired and the holes
that are formed have to he retriangulated. See figure 5.1.
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2. If the point is not on the convex hull then the created hole must be retriangulated. This
ean he done using the funetion RighLHole_Triangulation (J.

Figure 5.1: Deleting a point on the hull and in the COT, and retriangulating the enT.
The function RighLHole_ Triangulation(J triangulates a hole in the COT sueh that it becOIlles
a correct COT. The function is given a list of point that farm the hole. Walking through this
list means traveling along the boundary of the hole in a CCW manner. The first and last
point of this list represent an edge on the boundary of the hole. The hole is on the right side of
this edge. Starting with this edge, a point in the list is searehed that makes a triangle that is
part of the COT, i.e. satisfies definition 2.4. Then the two new edges that create the triangle
are inserted and the aId list is split in two parts such that the two holes are right of the new
edges. With ,these lists RighLHole_Triangulation(J can be called again. This continues until
all triangles are made.

5.2.2

GeL definitions for deleting a point

(* triangulate the hole on the right side of a /ine, this line is the fist and last point in the list *)
proc RighLHole_Triangulation (lIist : POINT*) =
I[ var check-list, list!, list2 : POINT*;
a, b, p
: POINT;
a, b, check-list : <Ka~ EB checLlist EB <Kb~ = list;
if JehecLlistl ::; I
skip
(* triangle must exists *)
o IcherUistl> I
p : p E check-list /\ p right_of (a,b) /\ ...,3 q E ehecLlist\<Kp~ : q E O(a,b,p);
list I, list2 : list I EB <Kp~ $ list2 = eheeLlist;
RighLHole_Triangulation (J <Ka~ tB list! $ <Kp~);
Right_Hole_Triangulation (j <Kp~ EB list2 $ <Kb~);
ti
---jo

---jo

]I;
(* de/cic a point not on the CDT hu/l *)
proc Inside_PoinLDelete (Lp: POINT) =
I[ voo: pi, p2 : POINT;
list
: POINT*;
e, en : EDGE;
list := <K~;
e, pi : 3 e EEdges: (p,pl) = e;
do e =F NULL
en := Edge_CCW (lp, Ie);
list := list EB <Kp I~;
Edges := Edges\{e};
e:= en;
if e =F NULL
pi := OtheLSide (le, lp)
IJ e = NULL
skip
---jo

---jo

---jo

(* se/eet fir.st edge that has to be de/eted *)
(* de/cic all edges connected to the point *)
(* list of points on the hole *)
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fi-,
od
Plane := Plane\{p};
Right_Hole_Triangulation (!list);

]I;
(* de/de a point on the CDT huil *)
proe HulLPoinLDeiete (Jp : POINT)
I[ var list, lisLpart, list' : POINT*;

I

e, en
po, pI, p2, p3
e, po: :3 e EEdges

1\

=

: EDGE;
: POINT;
(p,po)
e 1\ On_gul! (jpo) 1\ On_HuIl (lOtheLSide(lEdge-C:W(lp, Ie), lp»;
(* find the point on the hull that is CCW according to the CU7Tent point *)

=

list := ~~;
en := EdgdX:W (jp, Ie);
do e # NULL-+
en := Edge-C:CW (Jp, Ie);
list := list EfJ ~po~;
Edges := Edges\{e};
e := en;
if e 1- NULL -+ po := OtheLSide (Je, jp)
o e NULL -+ skip
fi;
od
do llistl > 1 -+
pI := list!; list := rest(list);
p2 : :3 p2E list : -,:3p3Elist\ «p2~ : p3 left_of (p 1,p2);
list_part, list' : list = lisLpart EfJ ~p2~ EB list';
lisLpart := list_part EfJ ~p2~;
Edges := Edges U {(pI,p2)};
Right_Hole_Triangulation (Uist_part);
list := ~p2~ EfJ list;
od

(* de/de all edges connected to the point *)

(* list of points on the "open hole" *)

=

]I;
(* de/cie a point ofthe CDT*)
proe (LPoint_DeIete (Jp : POINT)

=

I[ if OILHul! (lp) -+ HuILPoinLDeiete (lp)

0-, O!LH uil

(I p)

-+

Inside_Point_Delete (Jp)

fi

]I;

5.2.3

Inserting a point

We assume that the point to be inserted does not lie on a G-edge or on another point because
inserting an already existing point is useless and inserting a point on a G-edge would cause
the G-edge to be partitioned in two parts but also would change the wire route. This is
outside the scope of this chapter. This means a point can lie:
1. lllside a triangle.
2. Outside the CDT.

:3. On a D-edge.
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Now we will describe how the above cases can be handled. When the point is inside a triangle
(case 1) three edges will be created, one from each point of the triangle to the new point,
thns creating three new triangles that have to be validate(1. Validating can be done nsing the
fnnction S'wap_Tl'iangle() which is defined in snbsection 5.2.4. See also [L880].
The first qnestion that arises is why are these three new edges valid?
following lemma can be nsed.

To prove this, the

Lemma 5.1 Assume the set Edges forms a DT and let a,b,e E Plane. If \J (a, b, c), the
following should hold:
'vipE.6( a,b,c) : 30 (a,p )I\O(b,p )I\O(c,p) :
O(a,p) ç O(a,b,e)/\ O(b,p) ç O(a,b,e)/\ O(e,p) ç O(a,b,e).
0

When \J(a,b,e) is trne, a, band e form a triangle in the DT. This implies that O(a,b,c) is
empty. When a point p is all element of 6(a,b,e), O(a,b,e) is not empty allymore. Using
the above lemma, it is easy to see that edge (a, p), (b, p) and (e, p) get inserted becanse there
exists a O(a,p), a O(b,p) and a O(e,p) snch that they do not contain a point of the set
Plane. The above lemma is trne in the case of a DT. Extending the lemma for the case of a
enT can be done nsing definitions 2.;3 and 2.4.
lntuitively Swap_Tr'iangle() does the following. It checks if the edge between two adjacent
triangles has to be swapped with the other diagonal. See figure 5.2, thel'e the edge (b, e) of
tl'iangle (p, b, c) is checked.

d

__- ..-----..

p
-----.-._-

Fignre 5.2: Swapping the triangles.

lf (b, c) is swapped the triangles (p, b, d) and (p, d, e) are checked with (b, d) and (d, c) respectively by two recursive calls to Swap_Tl'iangle(), otherwise noting is done.
Whell the point lies ontside the convex hull of the eDT (case 2), the convex huIl has to be
changed. An edge from the new point to every point on the huIl that can be seen from the
new point has to be inserted. Aftel' that all new triangles need to be validated nsing the
fnnction Swap_ Tl'iangle().
When the point is on an edge, that edge has to be removed (case 3). Then four edges from
every corner of the two triangles that had the removed edge in COnll110n have to be inserted.
These four new triangles need to be validated nsing the function Swap_ Tl'iangle().
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GeL definitions for inserting a point

5.2.4

(* check ij the edge ab has to be swapped, after th at check the new left and right triangle *)
prae Swap_Triangle (lp, la, lb : POINT) =
(* the points p, a, b arc in a CCW order *)
I[ var ab : EDG E;
Cl : POINT;
I if (a,b) EEdges -. ab :== (a,b)
o (a,b) (j. Edges -. ab :== NlJLL

fi·,
if ab == NlJLL V T(ab) == (LEdge -+ errorMessage
IJ ab i= NlJLL 1\ T(ab) =/; (LEdge -.
Cf :=

PoinLOLRighLTriangle (la, lab);

if Cl == NULL V Cl == p V Cl ft. 0 (p, a, b)-. skip
o q =/; NlJLL 1\ q =/; P 1\ q EO (p, a, b)-. Edges := (Eclges\{ab}) U {(p,q)};
T( (p,q)) :== D_Edge;
Swap_Triangle (lp, Ja, Iq);
Swap_Triangle (Jp,jq, lb);

fi
fi

]1 ;
(* retriangulate the CDr in case a point is inserted that lies inside the CDr (case 1) *)
prae (LPoinUnserUn_Triangle (lp , la , jb Ie: : POINT) =
(* a, b. care the point.s of the triangle in a CCW order *)
I[ Edges := Edges U {(a,p), (b,p), (e,p)};
SwalLTriangle (lp, la, Jb);
SwalLTriangle (lp, Jb, je);
SwalLTriangle (lp, Ic, Ja);

]1 ;
(* thl' new point that is inserted lies on an edgl' (case 2) *)
prae (;_PoinUnserLOn_Edge (lp : POINT; Je : EDGE) ==
I[ var a, b, c, d : POINT;
I a:= BEGIN (e);
c := END (e);
b := PoinLOLRighLTriangle (la, je);
cl := Point_OLRighLTriangle (lc, Ie);
Edges :== (Edges\{e})U{(a,p), (e,p)};
if IJ
NlJLL -. skip
IJ IJ =/; NlJLL -+ Edges :== Edges U {(p,b)};
Swap_Triangle (lp, Ja, 1b);
Swap_Triangle (lp, lb, Ic);

=

fi;
if cl = NlJLL
o cl =/; NlJLL

-+
-+

skip
Edges :== Edges U {(p,d)};
Swap_Triangle (lp, Je, ld);
Swap_Triangle (lp, Jd, la);

fi;

]1;
(* the ncw point lies outside the CDr (case 3) *)
prae (LPoinUnserLOutside_CDT (1 p : POINT)
I[ var a, b, Cl, r : POINT;
list
: POINT*;
e
: EDGE;
I e, a, b:3 e EEdges: (a,b) == e 1\ On_Hull(lb) 1\ OlLHull(Ja) 1\ p right_of(a,b) 1\

=
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q righLof (a,b);
(* e is an edge on the huil from which p can be seen, mind (a,b) and (b,a) are both possib/e
and a and b are in a CCW order on the huil *)
I' := a; q := b;
(* go to the /eft on the huil *)
do p lefLof (q ,I') ---+
list
:= list EB ~q:»;
Edges := Edges U {(p,q)};
e
:= Edge_CW (Iq, L(p,q));

--,3qEPlane\{p} :

I'

q

:= q;
:= Other-Side (Je, lq);

od
:= b; q := a;
do p righLof (q ,I') ---+
list
:= ~q:» EB list;
Edges := Edges U {(p,q)};
e
:= Edge_CCW (Iq, l(p,q));

I'

I'

:= q;

q

:= Other-Side (le, lq);

(* go to thc right on the huil *)

od
do Ilistl > 1 ---+
q := listl; list := rest(list );
I' := listl;
Swap_Triangle (lp, 11', Jq);
od

(* check all ncw triang/es *)

]I;
(* add a point to the CDT *)
proe G_PoinUnsert (Lp : POINT)
I[ var a, b, C : POINT;

e

=

: EOGE;

I if:3 a,b,c E Plane : .6.(a,b,e) 1\ p E .6.(a,b,e) ---+ G_PoinUnserUn_Triangle (lp, la,
o 3 e EEdges: p on e
---+ (LPoinUnserLOn_Edge (lp, J.e)
o --,3 a,b,e E Plane : .6.(a,b,e) 1\ p E .6.(a,b,c) 1\
--,3 e EEdges: p on e

---+

lb Ie)

G_PoinUnserLOutsideJ;OT (l p)

fi
:11;

5.3

Deleting and Inserting G-edges

As said before wires are represented by G-edges. When spokes are inserted to push a wire
away the new route for that wire will be created by inserting new G-edges. It is possib1e that
all wires using a particu1ar G-edge get a new route, thus 1eaving an unused G-edge. This
unused G-edge can be de1eted if it is does not represent a feature. The next su bsections will
describe how G-edges ean be de1eted and inserted.

5.3.1

Deleting a G-edge

Removing a G-edge is done by first changing the type of that edge to a D-edge and then checking the enT using the function Swap_Linc(). This function is described in subsection 5.:3.2.
Swap_Line() checks if the diagona1 edge that partitions a quadri1atera1 into two triang1es that
are part of the enT shou1d be swapped with the other diagonal. If so, the other four edges
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of the quadrilateral are also cllecked llsing a recursive call.

5.3.2

GCL definitions for deleting a G-edge

(* check ij the edge has to be swapped, after that check the edges around it *)
proc Swap_Line (lac : EDGE)
I[ var a, b, c, d : POINT;
e
: EDGE;
if T(ac)
CLEdge -+ skip
D T(ac) :f G_Edge -+
a := BEGIN (ac);
b := PoinLOLRighLTriangle (la, Lac);
c := END (ac);
cl := PoinLOLRighLTriangle (Jc,lac);
if(b = NULL V d = NULL V b = d V d fI. Q(a,b,c) -+ skip (* on the huil or na need to swap *)
o (b j:. NULL 1\ dj:. NULL 1\ b j:. d 1\ cl E Q(a,b,c) -+ (* not on huil and must be swapped *)
Eclges := (Edges\{ac.}) U {(b,d)}; T«b,d)) := D_Edge;
(* mind that recursion could eiiminate edges beJore they are actually checked *)
if (c,d) fI. Eclges -+ skip 0 (c,d) EEdges -+ Swap_Line (J(c,d)); ft
if (c,b) fI. Edges -+ skip 0 (c,b) EEdges -+ Swap_Line (J(c,b)); ft
if (a,d) fI. Edges -+ skip 0(a,d) E Eclges -+ Swap_Line (l(a,d)); ft
if (a,b) fI. Edges -+ skip 0 (a,b) EEdges -+ Swap-Line (l(a,b)); ft

=

=

ti
ti

JI;
(* remove a G-edge in tlle CDr and retriangulate *)
proc CLEclge_Delete (Je: EDGE) =
I[ if e fI. Edges V T(e) :f (LEdge -+ skip
o e E Eclges 1\ T(e) = CLEdge -+ T(e) := D_Edge;
Swap_Line (Je);
ti

]1 ;

5.3.3

Inserting a G-edge

Simply adding the edge to the set of edges will not do. This edge will cross a lot of other
eelges anel the CnT will not he planar anymore. All eclges that are crosseel by the new G-eclge
fint have to he removed. This creates a hole in the CDT. Now there is room to insert the
new G-edge. This G-edge partitions the hole into two holes that ean he retriangulated lIsing
RighLHolcTriangulation(). We assume that the G-edge only crosses D-edges, because just
removing a G-edge is not allowe(1.

5.3.4

GCL definitions for inserting a G-edge

(* remoue tlle crossing edge, insert the new edge and then reiriangulate bath holes *)
proc {LEdge_Insert (lpl, lp2: POINT) =
I[ var lefUist, right.list : POINT*;
Ie, re, e
: EDGE;
1,1', 10,1'0
: POINT;
I if (pl,p2) EEdges -+ T«pl,p2)) := G_Edge;
o (p 1,p2) fI. Edges -+ Edges := Edges U {(p 1,p2)};
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T«pl,p2)) := G_Edge;
Ie, re := (pl,p2), (pl,p2);
I,

I'

:= pI, pI;

leftJist, rightJist := «», «»;
do 1 i= p2 V I' i= p2 ---->
if 1 = p2 ----> skip
IJ 1 i= p2 ----> left_list := «1» EB leftJist;
Ie := EdgdX;W (ti, Ue);
10 := Other_Side (Jle, !l);
do 10 Right_Of (p I ,p2) -+
e := Edge_CCW (11, !le);
Edges := Edges\ {Ie};
Ie := e;
10 := Other-Side (tie, Ll);
od
1 := 10;
fi..,
if I' = p2 ----> skip
o I' i= p2 ----> rightJist := rightJist EB «1'»;
re := Edge_CW (Ir, Lre);
re := Other-Side (!re, Jr);
do 1'0 LefLOf (pl,p2) ---->
e := Edge_CW (Jr, Jre);
Edges := Edges\{re};
re := e;
1'0 := Other-Side (Jre, 11');
od
I' := 1'0;
fi
od;
leftJist := «I» EB leftJist;
rightJist := righUist $ «1'»;
RighUlole_Triangulation (lleftJist);
RighUlole_Triangulation (LrightJist);
fi

JI;

(* reversed list *)

(* normal list *)

Chapter

Creating Spokes
6.1

Preface

This chapter is written to give the reaeler some insight in the prohlem of inserting spokes in
a RBS in order to create an ERBS. First of all this chapter elescrihes a methoel with which
a spoke can he inserteel. Then it will explain how all spokes can he inserteel. The last step
in proeluring the route is transforming the ERBS into a rectilinear style route. Finally some
points of thought will he given. This chapter is hased on the articles [DK.J90], [DKS91] anel

[LM85].
Spokes are used to enforce the minimal sparing hetween wires anel hetween wires anel features.
In other worels, spokes are useel to holel wires away from certain points. They are createel
accoreling to the technology constraints along the eliagonal lines with angles 1r /4 anel -1r /4
(see figure 6.1). Their length elepenels on the minimal spacing requirecl anel the wiel th of wires
anel features. Minel that the minimal sparing is a rectilinear elistance d. The lellgth of the
spoke is V2d.
.

x
Figure 6.1: The possihle rectilinear spokes.
Wires are no longel' attacheel to the hendpoints in G, insteael they are attacheel to the enelpoints of the spokes. The numher of spokes that will he createel depenels upon two things:
1. The numher of wires attached to a point.
2. The orientation of the attacheel wires.
Note that spokes may he propagated if more then one wire henels around the same point. For
example in figure 1.2, the creation of spoke 1 causes the creation of spoke 2. Aftel' the spokes
are createel the wires are still treateel as ruhher-hands. The resulting sketch will he referreel
to as the extended rubber-band sketch or ERBS (see elefinition 1.7).
As saiel in chapter 4 the step of creating an ERBS can fail hecause the RBS is unroutahle.
It is possihle that the routahility check has not heen elone or the RBS passes the check while
heing unsafe aftel' all, in that case we use theorem 4.1 to prove routahility by construction of
the ERBS.
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6.2

Dynamic Updating

In order to perform progressive refinement on a layout a basic updating mechanism must be
provided to move a point in the RBS without changing the routing topology. In other words
when a point is moved, the mechanism should update the RBS as if rubber-bands were being
pushedjpulled abou t.
There are two important things on which dynamic updating is based:
1. (Re-)Triangulation (see chapter 2 and 5).
2. The four basic moves.

6.2.1

The four basic moves

The large amount of possible wire orientations, with various skew angles, can produce a
myriad of different scenarios, all of which must be accounted for in the RBS. However each
individual move in the RBS should keep the RBS homotopic to the RBS before the move.
This means for example that planarity will be maintained. All moves in the RBS can he
broken down to four basic moves (figure 6.2). See also (DKJ90].
\----:

~

0

\--Normal
Tension
a.

S-~O

j
Normal
Relaxation
b.

~o

Enconntered
Tension
c.

Anached
Relaxation
d.

Figure 6.2: The four possihle moves.
As a result of a move, a point can create a belld in a wire (tension cases, see figure 6.2.a and
6.2.c). The point which causes the hend is callecl the tension point. Conversely a move can
occur such that a point initially causing tension no longer touches the wire (relaxation cases,
see figure 6.2.b and 6.2.d). This point is called the relaxation point.
Tension and relaxation moves are each braken down into two separate cases. A tension move
can occur if a wire heing moved hends another wire (encountered tension, see figure 6.2.c) or
if the wire initially moved is bend by a stationary point which can be another wire or feature
(nonnal tension, figure 6.2.a). Similarly, a relaxation move might have a point move away
from a wire it was initially touching (attached relaxation, see figure 6.2.d), or a point move
might cause its wire to relax off a point (normal relaxation, see figure 6.2.b).
When moving the route of wires in the RBS a large variety of possibilities may occur. Any wire
affected hy the move may have a numher of interactions with other points. By investigating
each interaction individually, each instance can be hroken down to one of the four basic
moves. Each basic move isolates a prospective relaxation or tension point. These relaxation
and tension points are crucial to detennining the final shape of the wire.
Dynamic updating detects these basic moves and uses them to keep the underlying data structure correct. The relaxatiou moves for example, can be detected hy checking for unnecessary
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bends in the wire. If present they should be removed. The influenee of the four basic moves
is described in the next sections and subsections.

6.2.2

How can a spoke he inserted

Assume there is a RBS. Using this RBS a triangulation (enT) is made. Inserting a spoke
means for the RBS that at a bendpoint, a wire or a bundIe of wires is pushed away in order
to enforce a minimal spacing between the wires and the bendpoint.
When the wire is pushed away it can encounter an obstacle that is rigid (normal tension)
or another bundIe of wires that in turn has to be pushed away (encountered tension). It is
also possihle that the wire being pushed away releases a spoke. This spoke then has to he
deletecl. Whether a spoke will he released, can easily be detected by checking the angle of
the bending. This means the RBS will change and automatieally the enT. First the wire
has to be temporarily deleted using (LEdge_DeJete(). Then the spoke can be deleted using
CLEdge_DeJete(), and the wire ean he inserted again using the to be introduced corridor
techllique. This solves normal relaxation (see figure 6.:3).

',< y~::'Wo.
\
\
a.

b.

Figure 6.:3: Normal relaxation of a wire when shifting it away.
Shifting ean be done efficiently using the underlying enT, sinee all rigid objects and wires
encountered ean be found.
Adding a spoke to the eDT is done in two steps:
1. Add the endpoint of the spoke using G_PoinLlnscr·t().
2. Add a G-edge representing the spoke using (LEdgc_Inscrt().
Tllen the wire or the bundIe of wires should be shifted to the end of the spoke, by:
L G-edges of whieh all wires are to be shifted, are deleted using CLEdgc_Dclctc().
2. Insert G-edges for all wires being shifted, using G_Edgc_Inscrt().
This proeess looks rather straightforward. However there are two problems. First of all, when
a new G-edge is inserted all erossed D-edges are deleted. When a G-edge is erossed it would
not be deleted because planarity would be lost. This means when a wire is shifted ou tward
it is possible it can be pushed over an other wire. See figure 6.4. Step 2 of adding spokes and
step 2 of shifting wires have to be ehanged so they will be capable of handling the four basic
moves. For this we will use the corridor teehnique.
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Figure 6.4: Pushing over another wire.

6.2.3

The corridor technique

A corridor is a wire path through the RBS that can be created using existing edges and yet to
be created edges in the enT such that p1anarity of the RBS is maintained. When a wire gets
pushed away it lllight encounter tension points. Finding these tension points is done lIsing
the corridor technique.
When the spoke or propagated spoke that is needed for shifting is inserted, it is possib1e to
describe a shift area (see figure 6.5).

Definition 6.1 Assume there is a wire section between
section will be shifted from point C to point B E Plane
one or more propagated spokes. The shift area equa1s the
-(A, B) is the set of points on the line between A and B

points A,e E Planc. This wire
on the right of line (A,e:), using
set <0.(A, C, B) U -(A, B), where
including A and B.
0

When the wire gets shifted it shou1d not be shifted over possib1e teIlsion points in the shift
area. This asks for a search in the shift a1'ea to find all tension points, i.e. shift area n Planc.
B

wire
section
A

~\

A

A

case 1

a.

b.

B

B

B

\

c.

/~

A

case 2

d.

Figure 6.5: Shifting wire AC to AB
Filldillg the corridor can be done as follows. First all possib1e tension points shou1d be found
and p1aced in T P, a set of tension points. Point A and B, the endpoints of the shifted wire,
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will also be part of TI'. The corridor we are looking for is that part of the convex hull around
TI' that not equals the edge (A, B).
Now we will suggest how the above can be done using the CDT. First lets determine TI'.
The following cases are possible:
1. (A, B) EEdges --+
Every edge attached to A between (A, B) and (A, C) should go to one of the propagated
spokes (see figure 6.5.a). If that is not the case (see figure 6.5.b), the edge is connected
to a possible tension point and that point should be added to TI'.

2. (A, B) ~ Edges ~
Every edge crossing (A, B) should come from one of the known points, i.e. the bendpoint
C and the endpoints of the propagated spokes (see figure 6.5.c). If that is not the case
(see figure 6.5.d), the point, at the end of the edge, inside the shift area Sh01I1d be added
to TI'.
Finally we will use the points in T P so far collected, to initiate a search directly arOlllld them
in order to find the other tension points in the sift area. This search should be recursive.
Instead of the search method to find TI' as described above other search methods could be
used.
The second step is fin ding the needed part of the convex huil. The set TI' will usually be
very small. An easy and relatively quick way to do it is as follows. Assume B is right of the
line (A, C). The corridor will start at A and end at B. Assume I' is a point on the needed
part of the convex huIl. The next point Q on the huil is that point in T P for which there
are no points left of (P, Q). If there are more such points, take the nearest one to P that is
not already known to be part of the huIl. If we start with I' = A and end when P = B, all
points forming the needed part of the convex huIl wil] havf:' lwen found. If B was left of the
Uue (A, C), the above still holds when the words "left" and "right" are exchangec1.
During the above process, the eDT changes and care should be taken for the RBS. The route
for the new wire or bun dIe of wires has to be insertec1 correctly using the data structure
described in chapter ;3.

6.3

RBS to ERBS

Up till now we c1escribed how one spoke can be ac1ded. The question remains what the effect
will be when all the spokes get added. All wires will be pushed away from the benc1points
using spokes. A possible way to see if the ERBS is correct is by checking the distances between
spokes. However, it is possible that an ERBS with spokes that are too close is still routabIe.
See figure 6.6 for an example. This source of ambiguity is caused by unnecessary spokes.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 6.6: UllllPCeSsary spoke.

d.
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6.3.1

Which spokes are needed

Looking at figure 6.6, insight ean he gained in dealing with unnecessary spokes. Here it is
dear that spoke s is not only obsolete, but eould eause prob1ems when inter-spoke distanees
would be ehecked. This spoke eould have been eliminated as a result of relaxation. On the
other hand, it would have been better not to ereate the spoke in the first plaee. This means
the spokes have to be planed ahead.
For every wire we will have to know how it bends around the point and how spokes will be
intel'eonneeted. The amount of propagated spokes ean he determined by counting the amount
of wires crossing the nlt defined by these spokes.
Determining in which directions spokes are lleeded is done as follows. Imagine that all four
spokes are inserted. If a wire section bends on the right side of the point, then find the spoke
that lies most on the right of that wire seetion. If the wire section bends on the left side of
the point, find the spoke most on the left. The directions here are relative to the direct ion we
are facing, along the wire sectioll towards the spokes. The spoke found is ealled the entry/exit
spoke. This ean be done for all wire segments of a eertain wire. Then all its entl'Y jexit spokes
at every point are known. Depending on the turning direetion arotmd the point, spokes that
lie in lH'tween ean be added (see figure 6.7).
influence of the depanute point
(

V
0-.

relaxation (/

entry/exit spoke

b
-- -- --

~

:::"'.
"",:,

~ I~

. ...
0 ••

/

spoke mberween

;;

:t'::::""/·· ".,.",' ..

Figure 6.7: Whieh spokes are needed.
Note that the point of departure of a wire segment is important beeause it infiuences which
entry jexit spoke is found, i.e. which imaginary spoke lies most leftjright of the wire segment.
lf the wire is conneeted to the correct spoke on one side, then fin ding the spoke on thf.' other
is also correct aftel' the first seal'eh and does not have to be eheeked later on. This can avoid
later tension and l'elaxation moves (see wire segments a and h in figure 6.7). Therefor it is
suggested to start at a eonnection point of a wire when determining its spokes.

6.3.2

Spoke adding strategy

In the literature different strategies are reeommended. Even a wrong (or incomplete) one (see
the comment on [LM8.5] in [DKS91]). Based on the experienee gained we suggest a strategy
that tries to millimize the number of relaxations and tensions that are eneountel'ed when
refinillg the layout by maling every wire-shift as complete as possible.
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The strategy consists of the following steps.

I[
1

(1)

(2)
(:3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

var w : WIRE;
do unshifted_'wires # 0w : w E unshifted_wires;
unshifted_wires := unshifted_wires \ {w};
Determine the route of that wire;
Add its spokes, even propagated spokes;
Shift the wire out;
od;
Push all bundIes apart;
Spoke insertion to find neighboring wires that lie too close;

:11;

Step 1 till 4 are the most important steps anel will be lookeel at first.
Choose a wire is done arhitrarily. A wire that is not yet shifted is chosen. Different strategies
can be used. It is possihle to take a wire that lies as close to its bendpoints as possible. The
advantage is that the changes to the CDT are not so big because they are close to the old
wire route. It is also possihle to take a wire that lies furthest away. The advantage is that
it will reduce the bundling effect that is descrihed later. Whic.h is best, can only be tested
lIsing actnal routing problems.
Determine the route of that wir'e. For that, the previously described corridor techniqne can
he nsed in combination with the knowledge ahout "which spokes are needed". The route is
determined such that for every bendpoint it is exactly known whic.h spokes have to he added.
Every time a new bendpoint is fOlmd in the corridor, the spoke length is detennined and the
route has to be adapted. This is a rat her complex task because these new spokes can have
the effect that they push away other already placed wires.
Add the SPOkUi means that the planned spokes or propagated spokes can now he inserted.
lnserting these spokes means also dealing with normal tension. The wire is not yet shifted
outward hut the spoke can encounter other wires that cross the path of the spoke.
Shift the wire out is the last step of the loop. The wire will follow the route from step 2. The
prohlem here is that the hun dIes , consisting of the wires heing shifted outward plus the wires
enconntered, have to be placed at the end of the spoke and that the bundies have to be in
the correct order.

At this point all wires have been partly shifted outward. The only shifts that have to he done
now are caused by the following situations. lf wire a is shifted before wÏ1'e b, it is possible
that the spokes of wire bare tension points for wire a. Wire a will bundie with b at all those
tension points. Becanse wire a is not visited again in steps 1 till 4, it will not shift further
on t. This is called the bundling effect.
At step 5 all points and spokes will he checked for bundIes of wires. lf a bundie is fonnd, the
wires will be shifted using the corridor techniqne. At the same time we check if the wire can
not be released at that point. lnstead of pushing a wire away, a spoke can also pull a wire
towards it (see figure 6.3). This can happen when the route of a wire changes. The check can
he performed using the angle of wire arOlmd the bendpoint.
The last step (6) is nsed to check if there are any wires that lie too close to other wires or
features. For example see figure 1.2.c. Spoke 1 and 2 are added in this way. The point at
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which these spokes are attached was originally not a bendpoint in the RBS. On the other
hand it is conceivable that the displaced wire segments may move too close to other wiI'es or
featnres. Finding all pIaces where a spoke is needed can be done by simply adding a spoke.
If that spoke does not push a wire away it must be removed again because otherwise it is
possible that two of these spokes cross, which means planarity is lost. The places at which a
spoke has to be temporarily inserted are the foilowing:

• At points representing terminals, vias and endpoints of features, in each of the four
possible directions that does not contain a spoke.
• At the end of every spoke, thus propagating it, if that is not already done.

Step 5 and 6 can he shifted illto step 1 till 4. Avoiding step 5 can be done as foilows: For every
shifted wire we detennine a new path using the corridor technique. If we illllllediately add the
necessary spokes at the hendpoints, pushing away the shifted wire, the bundling effect can
he avoided. Mind that inserting a spoke can cause tension and thus can cause the insertion
of other spokes. This is a very intervening operation on the CDT and prone to errors.
Avoidillg step 6 can be done as follows: If for every spoke that is inserted, we temporarily
insert a propagated spoke, we can check for wires and features that lie to close. This means
there will be a lot of temporary spoke insertions. If this check would be done as suggested,
the amouut of temporary spokes ueeded would be less.

6.3.3

Multiterminal wire problems

When shifting out a wire, the fmt and last section of the wire section list (see section :3.2)
at a point determine the spokes that are needed as weil as the route around the point. The
question remains where all the other wire segments (those that make a multiterminal wire a
lllultiterminal wire) have to be attached to the wîre. There are two possihle metho(1s:

1. Attach them to the hend at the endpoints of the spokes (see figure 6.8.b).

2. Introduce softpoints somewhere along the wire (see figure 6.8.c).

a.

b.

c.

Figure 6.8: The hull around the search rectangle
The advantage of the first method is that it is very simpIe. The advantage of the second
lllethod is that it makes shorter wires. However it might be possible to postpone this to the
next phase, colllpaction. Compaction also gives wires the shortest route.
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6.4

Compaction

The final step would be to transform a ERBS into a reetilinear rou te. First of all the wires
should be made reetilinear by using rounding. Rounding should be done in a uniform manner
thus making sure that the distanees bet ween wires, features, and wires and features are large
enough. As ean be seen in figure 1.2.d there are a lot of unneeessary bends in the wires that
ean be removed. For this we use a 2-dimensional compaction algorithm. We will not deseribe
sueh an algorithm but we refer to [Len90, pages 579-647] for more information and other
referenees.

6.5
6.5.1

Points of Thought
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation or Triangulation

When ehanging the RBS into an ERBS the amount of G-edges in the eDT inereases. This
brings up the question if we aetually have to make a constrained "Delaunay" triangulation,
maybe a constrained triangulation will do. The only disadvantage is that the D-edges will
not be as short as possible as is in the CDT, whieh means seareh operations could be less
efficient.

6.5.2

Hard and softwires

It is possible that the ERBS ean not he made. This ean be detected by eheeking if a spokes
tries to push a wire back or tries to push a rigid object sueh as a spoke or a feature away.
Using the notion of hard- and softwires it is easier to detect this. Hard wires are defined to
he rigid. A hardwire is for example a wire between two spokes of the same bendpoint.

6.5.3

Range search

Instead of the suggested spoke insertion (step 6 of the strategy) it is also possible to use
range seareh to find all wires that lie too close to another wire or feature. Range seareh finds
every edge partly within a eertain seareh reetangIe. Using the underlying triangulation, range
seareh ean be done effieiently.

Figure 6.9: The huil arOlllld the seareh reetangle
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The idea is to find a minimal huIl around the search rectangle such that the huIl lies on the
edges of the triangulation. Minima! means that the surface enc10sed by the hull can not he
made smaller without the huIl cutting through the rectangIe. All edges inside the huIl will he
totally or partIy inside the rectangIe. For an example see figure 6.9.
If there is a G-edge inside the minimal huIl that does not represent the wire segment ar01111d
which we search. This G-edge represents all obstacle, a wire or a bun dIe of wires that lies toa
close. Now we know we need a spoke to enforce the minimal distance between these G-edges.
The size of the search rectangle depends on the amount of free space that is needed around the
wire. For this we can use the Iength of the spokes. Spokes have a variabIe Iength depending
on if they come from a via or wire. The maximum spoke length should be used to detennine
the size of the rectangle. Then for all found G-edges we should check its type, sa the actllal
distance can be calculated, to see if this G-edge lies toa close to the wire.

Chapter

Conclusion
7.1

Performance

An O( n log n) enT algorithm has been implemented using a divide and conquer technique.
As underlying data structure for this enT Red&Black-trees are used because all operations
on Red&Black-trees can be done in O(log n) time while the memory usage is O( n), where n
is the number of nodes in the tree. The program creating the eDT can be used in a lot of
other situations besides geometrical routing, such as placement planning in the presence of
polygonal obstacles or constrained Euclidean minimum spanning trees.
Using this enT, two heuristics have been implemented that check the routability of a RBS.
The first uses the edges of the eDT for the RBS and checks if they are safeness. The second
heuristic uses a different triangulation than the one for the RBS. This heuristic is divided
in two cases. In the first case all constraints are forgotten and a proper DT is made. The
safeness of these edges is checked. The second case only uses the obstacles in the RBS to
make a cnT. Then the safeness of these edges is checked. The second heuristic performs
best. The difference hetweell both cases of the secolld heuristic is minor.
The heuristics are O(n) checks, where n is the number of points in the triangulation. While
the exact routability check is O(n 2 ).

7.2

Creating the ERBS

The spoke creation process has as side effect a routability check. The normal geometrical
rou tillg process is:

I[ var ERBS_ready, routabIe: boolean;
I ERBS_ready, routable := False, False;
do -,ERBS_ready --+
do -,routable --+
(1)
(2)

Generate a RBS;
Check if the RBS is routahle;

od;
Insert spokes to generate a ERBS;

(3)
od
]I;
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While the RBS is not routabIe, step 1 and 2 will keep on looping. Because step 3 takes a lot
of time, it is not desirabIe that this step can not finish. On the other hand if step 2 takes up
too much time, it can better be left out. Therefor step 2 is a fast heuristic that, when called
often does not become a time consuming process. Finally step 3 will most often be successful,
if not return to step 1.
A set of procedures is described that can be used to make local changes to the CDT such as
insertion and deletion of points and prescribed edges. ij sing these procedures a strategy is
described that can be used to insert spokes in order to transform the RBS into an ERBS that
satisfies all the spatial constraints (technology constraints ). It has not yet been implemented,
but with some eifort this can be done. The strategy suggested is the most detailed yet
appeared in the literature. All points that need to be taken care of are described in detail.

7.3

Recommendations

The fol1owing recommendations can be made.
• Add context conditions to the parser. These conditions should check things such as
planarity, loose wires, wrong wire numbering etc ..
• Make a better handling of multiterminal wiI'es, such that they can use their actual
steiner points (soft points) even in the inputfile.
• Inside the triangulation a lot of quadrilateral can he found. One of the diagonals of every
quadrilateral is the joint edge of the two triangles forming the qnadrilateral. Sometimes
the other diagonal can also he made such that is lies inside the quadrilateral only cutting
through the original diagonal. The safeness of this cut can also he checked, such that
the check remains O(n). In this way more critical cuts will be checked.

7.4

Future Work

The recommendations described above can be implemellted in the current program. The
strategy to perform the RBS to ERBS transformation has been described. A program should
be made that implements this strategy. It should be build using the already existing program
to make a CDT. Further a program is needed to perform the ERBS to rectilinear route
transformation.

Appendix

Guarded Command Language
(GCL), a formalism
This paper describes in short the guarded cOllllnands used in GeL. Within this explanation
the following name conventions are used:

expressions
boolean expressions
statements
variabie names
procedure names

Pi

In GeL most mathematical operations are allowed. Some extensions are explained, making
it a programming language. The resemblance with Pascal will be clear but some operations
act very differently.
The lines markeel syn:, sem: mark the syntax anel operational semantics respectively.

skip Statenlent
syn: skip
sem: execution has no effect

Multiple assignlnent
syn: Xl, .. "

Xn

:= El,"" En

sem: evaluate El, ... , En; after that assign them to Xl, ... , X n

if Stateinent
syn: if BI -+

5\ IJ. .. OB n

-+

Sn ft

sem: evaluate BI," .,Bn ; if all Bi's are false then abbort the execution ofthe program (abnormal stop); otherwise one of the Bi's that is true gets chosen on a noneleterministical
way anel its Si will be executeel
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do StateInent
syn: do BI

--'>

81

0 OBn -+

Sn od

sem: evaluate BI,
, B n ; if all Bi'S are false then the do statement finishes; otherwise one
of the Bi 's that is true gets chosen on a nondeterministical way and its Si will be
executed; then the execution of the do statement will be repeated

Bloek
syn: I[ var

Xl :

Tl; ... ; x n : T n r

s ]1

sem: expansion of the statespace with variables

:1:1, .•. ,X n

of type Tl, ... , Tn

Procedures without paralneters
syn: declamtion proe p

= I[

S ]1

usage IJ
sem: df:clamtion p will be the name for the statement S

usage execution of p has the same effect as execution of 8

Procedures with paranleters
syn: declamtion proe P(lCI : Tl; '" ; lCm: Tm;

11'1 :

T{; ... ;

11'n :

T~)

= I[

S

JI

1tsage p(lE l , .. " lEm , lXI"." lx n )
The arrows are used to indicate in- and output variables
sem: declamtion p will be the name of a procedure with input parameters Cl" .. , Cm anel
output parameters 1'1,. , ., 1'n
usage execution of p has the same effect as execution of the block

I[ var Cl: Tl; ... ;cm : Tm; 1'1 : T{; ... ;1'n: T:t
I CI"",Cm
El,.··,E m ;
s;
Xl,···, :Z;n

1't, .. , , T n

]r

Functions without parmneters
syn: declamtion fune p : T = I[ p := E J/

1tsage x := p
sem: declamtion p will be the name for the expression E

usage execution of p has the same effect as execution of E

FUllctions with paraIneters
syn: dcclamtion fune P(lcl : Tl; ... ; lCm: Tm) : T =

1tsage

I[

p := E

JI

X := p(JEt, . , . , lEm )
The arrows are used to make the difference clear between in- and output
variables, mind that a function only uses input variables
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sem: declamtion p will be the name of a function with input parameters Cl, ... , Cm

usage execution of p has thp same effect as execution of the block

J[ var Cl : Tl; ... ; cm : Tm;

I cI"",C m
X

.-

.-

EI,· .. ,Em ;

E

]I
Somp standard names are con, type, and var for the definition of constants, types and
variables .
The next list contains special operators that are often used in the GeL programs.
{ ... } Set of elements. Every element in the set is unique.
.-

Assignment operator.
eg. x := 3

[...] This is a bag of elements. The elements in the bag are unordered. An element
does not have to he unique.
~

...

~

list}
rest(list)

This represents a list. Each element is of the same type. A list is dec1ared as
fol1ows: list: type-x*. The * means that this variabIe is a list of type type-x.
~~ empty list.
~a~ list of 1 element, a.
~a,b,... ,x~ list.
U sed to get the first element in the list.

Returns the list without the first element. This is often used as fol1ows:
x := liStl; list := rest(list);

EB This operator is used for concatenation lists.
eg. ~1,2,3,4~ EB ~2~ tB ~4,7,9~ = ~1,2,3,4,2,4,7,9~
E This is used to state that an element is part of a set, bag or list. The fol1owing is
possible:
2 E {I ,2,3,4,5}
;3 E [1,3,.5,1,6]
4 E ~2,4,1,7~
This is used for a special kind of assignment (vars ) : (expr )
(vars ) are one or more variables that get a new value assigned to it
(expr ) is an expression that defines how the value( s) can be found
eg. x : x = 3; (* would make x equal to three *)
or list:= ~ 1,2,3,4,5,6~
head, list', tail : ~head~ ft) list' ft) ~ taB ~ = list;
means: head = 1
list' := ~2,3,4,,5~
tail = 6
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The eDT program
Here the cdt program will be explained. Not its source code, but the way is should he used.
The cdt program creates the eDT for a given RBS and can check the safeness of the route
nsing a heuristic. The program uses X Windows 1 to draw the points and edges on the screen
in an extra window. Different types of edges are given different colors.
• The bonnding box inserted by the program is green.
• Temporary edges are collored hlue.
• Delaunay edges are red.
• G-edges are yellow.
Usually only red and yellow edges will be shown.
The program can be called using different options. The usage is as follows:
cdt [-0 n] [-rBCON] < inputfile
"cdt" is the name of the program. The standard input of the program is redirected to an
"input file". This "inputfile" is a RBS as descrihed in chapter 3. Figure B.l shows the
inputfile that describes the RBS of figure B.2.
When the program is called without options it calculates the eDT for the RBS. Now the
different options will be explained.
-B

Remove the bounding box that is automatically inserted by the program in order to
calculate the eDT.

-c

Make a eDT with reduced constraints. The only constraints used are the obstacles
which are set using the "line" command in the input file.

-D

Make a DT instead of a eDT hy forgetting all G-edges.

-N

No calculations are performed. The inputfile is read. lf the -C or -D options are set,
part of the constraints are forgotten. This will display the RBS (the eDT without
D-edges). It can he used for debugging the input file or to get a view of the prohlem.

1 X Windows runs on Unix platforms. It is easy to port the program to other platforms, also non-graphical,
because drawing the picture on screen is not an essential part of the program and can be left out. On the other
hand the routines are called only on one place. It is easy to build a module that implements these routines on
another graphic system. This program is written in ANSI-C and highly modular.
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-0 n

Specifies the numbel' of stitching steps (n). This can be used for debugging. Mind
not to perform a routability check on a uncompleted CDT. It is not defined what
happens then. Most likely the program will crash.

-r

Perform a routability test. Depending if the -C or -D options are set the program
uses a different method to calculate the safeness of the route. See chapter 4 for more
information. The -B option will be automatically set. This test is a heuristic. The
fuil test uses O(n 2 ) time while this test uses O(n) and has a high coverage.
width wire 5
width via. la
width term 10
di:it wire wire 5
di..;t term term 10
dist vi;:}. via 10
di::>t wire via. S
di .::t term via. 10
dist term wire 5

/*

ob;,;tacle::>

line
line
line
line

/*

via (30, 80)
via (100, 80)
fir::it module
term ( 10, 40)
term ( 30, 40)
term ( 40, 40)
lerm ( 50, 40)
term ( 60, 40)
term ( 70, 30)

line
line
line
line
line
line
line
line
line

*/

70,
70,
70,
10,

40)
30)
10)
10)

(
(
(
(

70,
70,
10,
10,

~econd

term
term
term
term
term

"I

/*

(
(
(
(

module
(110, .30)
(110, 40)
(110, 50)
(120, 60)
(130,60)

(110,
(110,
(110,
(110,
(ilO,
(120,
(130,
(140,
(140,

20)
30)
40)
50)
60)
60)
60)
60)
20)

(
(
(
(
(

10,
30,
40,
50,
60,

40)
40)
40)
40)
40)

(
(
(
(
(

.30,
40,
50,
60,
70,

40)
40)
40)
40)
40)

term
term
term
term
term

*/

line
line
line
line
line
line
line
line

(140,100)
(130,100)
(120,100)
(110,100)
(110,110)
(110,120)
(110,140)
(140,140)

/*

(130,100)
(120,100)
(110,100)
(110,110)
(110,120)
(110,140)
(140,140)
(140,100)

(110,30)
(110, 40)
(110,50)
(120, 60)
(130,60)

term ( 30,130)
30)
40)
50)
60)
60)
60)
60)
20)
20)

line
line
line
line
line

/*

(110,100)
(120,100)
(130,100)
(110,110)
(110,120)

30,130)
20,130)
20,150)
40,150)
40,130)

( 20,130)
(20,150)
( 40,150)
( 40,130)
( 30,130)

[ 1
[ 2
[ 3
[4
[ .5
[ 5
[6

third module */
[ 3 (100, 80) coollect ]
[7 (120, 60) cOllllect]
[ 8 (130, 60) cOllllect l
[2 (30,80) COllllect l
[ 1 ( 30, 80) COllllect 1

( 30, 80) conneet l
( 30,80) conneet l
( 30,80) conoect
( 30,80) coooect
( 70, 40) coooect 1
( 60, 40) (110, 40) 1
(110, 30) coooect 1

l

1
1

(100,80) [3 (30,80)(110,100) (110, SOl
con neet ]

Figure B.l: The inputfile that represents a RBS .
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20
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/* vla.s */
( 30, 80) [ 4 ( 50, 40) conoect
3 ( 40, 40) (100, 80)
2 (30,40) (110,110)
1 ( 10,40) ( 30,130) (110,120)

wire rout *j

10, 40)
30, 40)
40, 40)
50, 40)
60, 40)
70, 40)
70,30)

1

( 70, 30) coonect
( 70, 40) coooect l
(100,80) coooecl]
(120,100) coooect ]
(130,100) conoect 1

j*fourth modnle * j
( 30,130) [ 1 ( 30, 80) COlloeet

j* ti"t modnle *j
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

*j

(
(
(
(
(

~econd module" /

[ 6
[ 5
[3
[ 7
[8

/*
(110,100)
(120,100)
(130,100)
(110,110)
(110,120)

j* fonrtn modnle * j

(110,
(110,
(110,
(110,
(120,
(130,
(140,
(140,
(110,

j* tnird module
line
line
line
line
line

30)
10)
10)
40)

160

Figure B.2: The rubber-band sketch of the inputfile.
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